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“Cumulative Knowledge” Have a Central  Role in Education Research and Policy?  

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

The Core Knowledge curriculum is a K-8 curriculum focused on building students General 
Knowledge about the world they live in that is hypothesized to increase reading comprehension 
and Reading/English-LA achievement. This study utilizes an experimental design to evaluate the 
long term effects of attending Charter schools teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum. 
Fourteen oversubscribed kindergarten lotteries for enrollment in nine Core Knowledge Charter 
schools using the curriculum had 2310 students applying from parents in  predominately 
middle/high income school districts. State achievement data was collected at 3rd- 6th grade in 
Reading/English-LA and Mathematics and at 5th Grade in Science. A new methodology 
addresses two previously undiscovered sources of bias inherent in kindergarten lotteries that 
include middle/high income families. The unbiased confirmatory Reading-English-LA results 
show statistically significant ITT (0.241***) and TOT (0.473***) effects for 3rd-6th grade 
achievement with statistically significant ITT and TOT effects at each grade. Exploratory 
analyses also showed significant ITT (0.15*) and TOT (0.300*) unbiased effects at 5th grade in 
Science. A CK-Charter school in a low income school district also had statistically significant, 
moderate to large unbiased ITT and TOT effects in English Language Arts (ITT= 0.944**; TOT 
= 1.299**), Mathematics (ITT= 0.735*; TOT = 0.997*) and positive, but insignificant Science 
effects (ITT= 0.468; TOT = 0.622) that eliminated achievement gaps in all subjects.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last 40 years, there have been several education reform efforts at the national and 

state level to improve achievement in both Mathematics and Reading/English-LA from K-12 (A 

Nation at Risk, 1983; National Education Goals Panel, 1998; No Child Left Behind, 2001, 

Common Core State Standards, 2013). A puzzling pattern of achievement gains has emerged  

over this 40 year period.  At 4th and 8th grade, students have made very small gains in 

Reading/English-LA, while much larger gains occurred in Mathematics achievement, while  at 

12th grade, the math gains have also been small and no gains occurred for English-LA (Shakeel, 

M. D. & Petersen, P., E., 2022).  

Figure 1 shows the contrasting long term achievement gains in Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA at 4th and 8th grade using two different National Assessment of Educational 

Progress (NAEP) data sources. Gains in Mathematics at both 4th and 8th grade have been 3-4 

times larger than Reading/English-LA gains. For instance, the median student taking Long Term 

NAEP in 2012 compared to the median student in 1978- 34 years earlier- would be scoring about 

7 percentile points higher in Reading/English-LA, but 25 percentile points higher in 

Mathematics. Adding to the puzzling contrast between achievement gains in Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA is the amount of weekly K-8 classroom time spent on teaching Mathematics 

(4.9. to 5.7 hours) is far less than Reading/English-LA (10.5 to 11.6 hours) and has changed little 

in decades (Morton, B., & Dalton, B., 2007; Hoyer, K., M., & Sparks, D., 2017;  Perie et al, 

1997).   

Two questions that arise for researchers and policymakers from this data are: 

• Why has so little progress been made in increasing English-LA achievement at 4th , 8th 
and 12th grade in the last 30-40 years? 

• What kinds of new educational and social reforms and policies are needed to 
improve future Reading/English-LA achievement?   

Future national, state and local K-12 school reforms cannot be successful unless research can 

address these two questions.  

Several national and select panels have been convened over 40 years to specifically address 

the lack of progress in Reading/English-LA achievement (Anderson et al, 1985; National 

Research Council, 1998; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 2000; 

RRSG, 2002; Pearson & Cervetti, 2015). A consensus emerged in these reports that early 
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Reading/English-LA instruction needed to proceed by developing skills in five areas: phonics, 

phonemic awareness, vocabulary, reading comprehension and fluency. However, while there is 

currently little disagreement on whether and how to teach phonics, phonemic awareness and 

vocabulary, there is much uncertainty and intense debate on the best approaches to  improving a 

student’s comprehension and fluency of what they read. Comprehending what is heard and read 

is a complex cognitive process that lies at the heart of learning, yet is still not well understood.    

In the last 30 years, two approaches to improving reading comprehension have been 

articulated. The first approach assumes that students primarily need a learned set of “procedural 

skills” that enable comprehension of what is read. These “procedural skills” are learned by 

students during their Reading/English-LA instruction that presumably allow them to comprehend 

what they read. This “procedural skills” based approach to reading comprehension has been a 

major focus of the national and select panels recommending educational policy and classroom 

practice during the period of time allocated to Reading/English-LA instruction for forty years.  

A second approach to improving reading comprehension assumes that building a stronger 

base of previously stored General Knowledge allows better comprehension (Hirsh et al, 1988,  

Hirsch, 2003, Hirsch, 2006; Willingham, 2006, Hirsch, 2011; Willingham and Lovette, 2014; 

Willingham, 2017, Willingham and Riener, 2019; Cabell and Hwang, 2020; Hwang & Duke, 

2020). However, the approaches and methods to building a stronger base of General Knowledge 

are much more complex, less understood and more difficult to measure than implementing the 

“procedural skills” approach.  

For instance, building a stronger base of General Knowledge can involve changing out-of-

school environments from birth and  during early schooling and also can involve a multi-year, 

multi-grade effort during schooling that starts at kindergarten and requires more exposure to 

subjects that build General Knowledge- typically more time spent on Science and Social 

Sciences. While the reading and select panels have acknowledged the need to build a stronger 

base of General Knowledge, none of the panels suggested the more comprehensive curriculum 

changes required to accomplish this.  

One of the reasons that long term Mathematics gains may be much greater than 

Reading/English-LA is that Mathematics requires a much more limited and well defined amount 

of background knowledge that can be provided in earlier mathematics instruction, and except for 

word problems, does not require a wide ranging amount of General Knowledge. Comprehending 
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the wide-ranging texts that are used in Reading/English-LA often requires a breadth and depth of 

General Knowledge about a wide range of domains of knowledge. Unlike Mathematics, the 

General Knowledge required to comprehend these diverse texts can encompass virtually any of 

the domains of knowledge that typical students experience in school or in their out of school 

environment. And, unlike Mathematics, it seems likely that a significant part of their capacity for 

comprehending Reading/English-LA texts relies on General Knowledge acquired out of school 

and before students enter school in their family and community environment. Thus, the origin of 

the often repeated ideas that Mathematics is more school dependent, whereas Reading/English-

LA is more widely dependent on out-of- school environments.  

Significant long term improvements in Reading/English-LA achievement similar to gains in 

Mathematics achievement would have required a much more comprehensive strategy than 

simply improving the quality of instruction during the time spent on Reading/English teaching 

improved “procedural skills”. Over the last 30-40 years, there has been little change in the time 

spent teaching different subjects The time spent on different subjects in elementary grades in 

public schools shows the largest time spent on Reading/English-LA (10.5 to 11.6 hours ) weekly 

followed by Mathematics (4.9 to 5.7 hours) with much less time on Science ( 2.8 hours) and 

Social Science (2.9 hours) and this pattern shows little variation across public schools with 

different student populations and has changed little over the last 30 years (Morton, B., & Dalton, 

B., 2007; Hoyer, K., M., & Sparks, D., 2017;  Perie et al, 1997).  

This data would suggest the absence of any long term widespread curriculum strategy to 

increase Reading/English-LA achievement nationally by placing increased emphasis on subjects 

that build General Knowledge. The small gains (7 percentile points)  that have occurred in 4th 

and 8th grade Reading/English-LA over the last 30-40 years may be accounted for by improving 

the early skills involved in phonics, phonemic awareness and vocabulary and improving the 

“procedural skills” approach to improving comprehension. However, there has been no large 

scale, long term experimental evidence that provides support for the current reading curriculum 

using the “procedural skills” approach. A few experimentally designed interventions have been 

implemented for periods of 1-3 years with typically significant small or null effects on standard 

measures of reading comprehension  (Conor et al, 2013, Kim, et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2023). 

However, no longer term follow-up measures were collected.    
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Recent Reading Panels convened to address the lack of progress in improving 

Reading/English-LA achievement have increasingly pointed to the need to address the more 

complex issue of building General Knowledge through “knowledge-rich” curriculum , but have 

not suggested the more basic structural curriculum reforms across grades and subjects that might 

be needed (Pearson et al, 2020).  Wexler, 2019 provides a compelling case for such knowledge-

rich curriculum and is a leading advocate (Wexler, 2018; Wexler, 2022). Several states have 

recently developed a variety of approaches to address the “Science of Reading” problem 

(Schwartz, 2022; Schwartz, 2021a; Schwartz, 2021b). However, the conceptual basis for the 

building of General Knowledge as well as a curriculum designed to build General Knowledge 

pre-dates current interest by three decades.        

E. D. Hirsch—the leading long term proponent of the knowledge-based approach—led a 

research and consensus-building effort in the late 1980’s to develop a comprehensive curriculum 

directed at building students  “cumulative General Knowledge” of the world they live in. This 

“knowledge-based” curriculum (The Core Knowledge curriculum)  included all subjects 

(language arts, history and geography, mathematics, science, music, and visual arts) and all K-8 

grades (Core Knowledge Foundation, 2010). Since its inception, the Core Knowledge foundation 

has produced teacher instructional manuals for all subjects and K-8 grades and offered 

professional development support for teachers, and the curriculum has been implemented in 

hundreds of schools nationally (Core Knowledge Foundation, 2010). Despite its presence for 

over 25 years in hundreds of schools nationwide, there have been no experimental evaluations of 

schools teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum.  

This study utilizes an experimental approach  through a kindergarten-based lottery to assess 

the long term effects (after 4-7 years of intervention from K to 3rd-6th grade) on Reading/English-

LA, Science and Mathematics achievement in Charter schools teaching the Core Knowledge 

curriculum (CK-Charter). This evaluation is also the first to assess effects of a Reading/English-

LA intervention using a kindergarten lottery that includes predominately middle/high income 

students. A new methodology addresses two sources of bias inherent in kindergarten lotteries 

that include middle/high income families.   

Fourteen oversubscribed kindergarten lotteries for enrollment in nine CK-Charter schools 

using the K-8 Core Knowledge curriculum had 2360 students applying from parents in 

predominantly middle/high income school districts. State achievement data was collected at 3rd -
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6th grade in English Proficiency and Mathematics and at 5th Grade in Science, and “intent to 

treat” (ITT) and “treatment of the treated” (TOT) effects estimated.   

The confirmatory Reading-English-LA results show statistically significant ITT (0.241***) 

and TOT (0.473***) effects for combined 3rd-6th grade achievement with statistically significant 

ITT and TOT effects at each 3rd-6th grade. Exploratory analyses also showed significant ITT 

(0.15*) and TOT (0.300*) effects at 5th grade in Science and positive, but insignificant effects in 

3rd-6th grade Mathematics. A CK-Charter school in a low income school district also had 

statistically significant moderate to large ITT and TOT effects in English Language Arts (ITT= 

1.089**; TOT = 1.737**), Mathematics(ITT= 0.807*; TOT = 1.271*) and Science (ITT= 

0.667*; TOT = 1.032*). These effects were large enough to close achievement gaps for 

disadvantaged students by 3rd-6th grade in all subjects measured.    

 The policy-relevant TOT effect size of 16 percentile points for all students equals the 40 year 

difference in gains between Mathematics and Reading/English-LA. The size of these gains could 

also close the international gap in Reading/English-LA for U.S. students. U.S. students placed 

15th among 50 countries taking the 2016 PIRLS 4th grade Reading/English test, but national 

student gains similar to gains in this intervention would place the U.S. among the top five 

countries (PIRLS, 2016; Mullis et al, 2017).  

The characteristics of this intervention as well as the results are atypical in the intervention 

research literature involving RCTs to improve Reading/English-LA achievement. Interventions 

in Reading/English-LA typically report null to small size, short term effects when standardized 

outcome measures of Reading/English-LA are used with declining effects whenever longer term 

outcomes are measured (Kraft, 2020; Bailey, 2017).  The atypical moderate size, statistically 

significant TOT effects in this intervention for students from all family income groups together 

with the much larger, statistically significant TOT effects for a lower income CK-Charter school 

may be due to several aspects of the intervention that are also atypical.  

These include an intervention that was implemented from K-6 providing at least 4 years and 

up to 7 years of dosage to students. Perhaps more importantly, the intervention changed not only 

the instruction in Reading/English-LA, but changed the emphasis and coordination of the 

instruction across all subjects and grades to increase a student’s General Knowledge of the world 

(Hirsch, 2011; Hirsch 2019). Teachers in the Core Knowledge schools utilized completely 

different instructional material across all subjects and grades and implemented different 
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classroom methods such as read-alouds (Core Knowledge Foundation, 2010). From this 

perspective, the intervention changed instruction and teacher preparation across all subjects and 

grades for up to 7 years. No Reading/English-LA intervention has been designed to have such a 

potentially comprehensive and long term effect on student achievement. Nagy, 2005 suggests 

that only long term and comprehensive interventions can be expected to improve long term 

measures of  reading comprehension. 

Students exposed to a curriculum that is aligned across grades and subjects such as Core 

Knowledge may bring greater efficiency from building on knowledge learned in previous grades 

and avoiding unnecessary content repetition (Engel et al., 2013). This kind of integration and 

focus across all grades and subjects is not typically prioritized in schools or school districts or 

states where, typically, two subjects (Mathematics and Reading/English-LA) are given the 

highest priority and little integration occurs across all subjects.  

The level of General Knowledge is highly positively correlated with the more traditional 

measures of SES, parental education and income. However, unlike these measures, General 

Knowledge is malleable and can be increased with interventions and can be targeted to students 

with lower levels. Perhaps the most intriguing result from this study is that the K-6 intervention  

implemented in a single low income school had effects that eliminated achievement gaps at 3rd-

6th grade in Reading/English-LA, Science and Mathematics. If these results replicate, early 

interventions that build General Knowledge may be a new direction for eliminating achievement 

gaps across all subjects. 

  There has been substantial non-experimental evidence linking gains in measures of General 

Knowledge to later achievement in Reading/English-LA, Science and Mathematics (Claessens 

et, 2009, Duncan et al, 2007; Duncan et al, 2020, Grissmer et al, 2010; Morgan et al, 2016). The 

experimental results in this study are very similar in magnitude and in their pattern across 

subjects with these non-experimental results. This evidence suggests that gains in General 

Knowledge would have a larger effect on future achievement than similar gains in the more 

widely studied non-cognitive skills including executive function, visuo-spatial/fine motor and 

socio-emotional skills (Grissmer & Eiseman, 2008: Grissmer, et al, 2010).   

Together the experimental and non-experimental evidence linking the level of early General 

Knowledge to later achievement in Reading/English-LA, Science and Mathematics suggest that 

increasing General Knowledge should be an important area for future research. New research 
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initiatives need to assess experimental replication and explore causative mechanisms through 

collection of mixed methods data from classroom observations, surveys of teachers, parents and 

students.(Grissmer, 2017). If future research supports these findings and the underlying theory, 

there are significant long term implications for the direction of educational and social science 

research and policy.  

Federal data collections are designed to monitor and better understand the most important 

economic, educational, and social trends in society. Educational policies over decades have 

considered increasing achievement in Mathematics and Reading/English-LA to be the primary 

building blocks for later achievement and positive educational outcomes, and are among the 

primary early predictors for a range of later outcomes in life. Achievement in Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA are also the primary current measures used to evaluate and compare the 

effectiveness and quality of schools and teachers. For these reasons, early achievement levels in 

Mathematics and Reading/English-LA are tracked at national, state and local testing levels. 

This paper has suggested that the primary measures currently collected to monitor education 

including measures of Mathematics and Reading/English-LA (as well as other subjects) do not 

capture an important aspect of learning, namely, the level of General Knowledge. Well-designed 

measures of General Knowledge should be considered as an important addition to our routinely 

collected national measures for students in elementary grades. However, designing nationally 

collected measures of General Knowledge will pose a substantial challenge for researchers and 

policymakers, not unlike the challenge of measuring the Gross National Product as an economic 

indicator.  

However, measures of General Knowledge will carry an additional challenge. Characterizing 

and measuring the General Knowledge that young students have in lower elementary grades will 

need not only scientific validity, but also political viability. Adults will offer different judgments 

as to which General Knowledge matters most for students, and that will undoubtably trigger 

debates and a variety of viewpoints. But characterizing the General Knowledge that is needed to 

better understand the books actually read by children and the textbooks used in future education 

seems essential to educational efficiency and meeting long term educational goals.  

To some extent, common ground may be established by taking an empirical approach that 

seeks to link the gains in early General Knowledge (however defined) to later rising 

achievement. Whatever the method to make the decision, it’s important to remember that the 
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decision cannot be avoided. Making no active decision about curriculum—that is, doing 

nothing—is still a choice, but it’s a choice that means students may not have the option of a 

knowledge-rich, logically sequenced curriculum and the nation may miss the opportunity to have 

a better educated future work force.  

The implications of raising long term Reading/English-LA achievement by an average of 16 

percentile points for a sample of students across all income levels and closing achievement gaps 

for low income students carries implications for possible wider and longer term effects. The 

achievement gains in this study, if mediated through increased reading and verbal 

comprehension due to General Knowledge, would suggest that future achievement gains might 

also occur in later schooling across all subjects that require increasing reading and verbal 

comprehension- virtually all subjects to different degrees. Students that carry higher levels of 

verbal and reading comprehension into later schooling might be expected to have higher 

achievement across a range of subjects, have higher educational attainment, increases in high 

school completion, college entrance and years of education as well as higher wages and labor 

force productivity.  

A significant weakness in previous research and theory may be embedded in the theory and 

language involving human capital that places the emphasis on “skill building” as the primary 

developmental cognitive process involved in learning (Bailey et al, 2017). This theory 

characterizes development as the process of building increasingly complex skills summarized in 

the phrase “skill begets skill” (Heckman, 2006).  The results of this study would suggest that 

there are two separate but complementary, cognitive processes involved in development and 

learning: “skill building” and “knowledge accumulation”. Perhaps the phrases that better capture 

cognitive development would be- “skill begets skill; knowledge begets knowledge; and almost 

certainly- skill x knowledge begets skill x knowledge”.       

However, the results from a single intervention and evaluation can never provide sufficient 

evidence for achieving a new longer term research or policy consensus among researchers or 

policymakers or for understanding of the causative mechanisms. Rather the implications of these 

results should primarily initiate a large new research and policy agenda directed to replication as 

well as research that identifies and leads to better understanding of the causative mechanisms and 

theory involved in the Core Knowledge curriculum.  In the long term, it is stronger theories and 
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increased understanding of the causative mechanisms that predict the results of new experimental 

evidence that moves science forward.  
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Background 

This study takes advantage of  two large-scale interventions in U.S. education directed at 

improving student achievement: charter schools and the Core Knowledge K-8 curricular design. 

Charter schools enrolled 3.4 million students in school year 2019-2020- over 5% of students in 

public schools nationwide (Digest of Educational Statistics, 2021). In 2019, there were 

approximately 1700 pre-K-8th public schools- about 2.5% of public schools- using the Core 

Knowledge K-8 curriculum (Core Knowledge Foundation, personal communication).    

This study incorporates data from 14 kindergarten lotteries from 9 oversubscribed Charter 

schools teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum (CK-Charter) to provide the first experimental 

evidence for the long term achievement effects (3rd to 6th grade) of the Core Knowledge 

curriculum.  To interpret the results of this  study, it is important to understand the rationale and 

previous research findings underlying both the Core Knowledge curriculum and Charter schools. 

Charter Schools - Rationale 

Charter schools are publicly funded but granted more autonomy than traditional public 

schools in shaping major decisions about how to educate students. There are four rationales for 

granting such flexibility. First, public schools were constrained by a political and bureaucratic 

process more influenced by local, state, and federal requirements (Chubb & Moe, 1990). 

Granting charters greater flexibility in choosing policies and curriculum was expected to lead to 

a more diverse set of schools that could be evaluated for improving student outcomes. The 

charter school movement has focused on improving three aspects of schools: autonomy, 

innovation, and accountability. Advocates for charter schools argue that these aspects of reform 

will produce organizational innovations which in turn will lead to better student outcomes 

(Chubb & Moe, 1990; Walberg & Bast, 2003).   

The second rationale for charter schools is to offer parents a wider variety of schools, 

enabling them to select one that fits the developmental needs of their children (Betts, 2005). 

Practices and conditions related to autonomy, innovation, and accountability are expected to 

differ across schools (and school types) in response to parental and community preferences, 

further promoting student achievement (Walberg, 2011). The third rationale is that an evolving 

competitive process between public and charter schools would lead to improvements in both 

charter and public schools and in student achievement (Betts, 2005; Hoxby, 2001, 2003).  
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The fourth rationale for charter schools is to promote their potential as incubators of 

innovation, experimenting with different school policies and organization, curriculum, and 

pedagogical practices (Nathan, 1999), which could be more rigorously evaluated using the 

random lottery selection process often mandated for over-subscribed charter schools (Hoxby & 

Murarka, 2008). Such evaluations could identify specific interventions that raise achievement, 

and these interventions could then be adapted to improve both charter and public schools. This 

study is made possible by the flexibility given to Charter schools who implemented the Core 

Knowledge curriculum and allows the experimental measurement of the effects of Charter 

Schools teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum.   

Charter Schools - Empirical Evidence for Impacts 

The advent and rapid growth of charter schools has been accompanied by a voluminous 

research literature to assess whether charter schools are achieving the envisioned outcomes.   

There have been  several reviews or meta-analyses of this literature that have been done at 

different points in time as well as large scale studies that inform our literature review, as do the 

original studies covered by these reviews (Buddin & Zimmer, 2003; Bifulco & Ladd, 2006; Sass, 

2006; Zimmer, et al., 2011; Baude, Casey, Hanushek, & Rivkin, 2013; CREDO, 2009, 2011, 

2013; Clark, Gleason, Tuttle, 2015; Berends, 2015; Cheng et al., 2017; Epple et al., 2016; 

Chabrier et al., 2016; Gamoran & Fernandez, 2018; Austin & Berends, 2018, 2020; Betts & 

Tang, 2019; Ferrare, 2020; Zimmer et al., 2020; Cohodes and Parham, 2021; Zimmer, Buddin, 

Smith, and Duffy, 2020).  

Overall, these studies reach no consensus on the key question of whether charter schools 

produce higher achievement than public schools, but rather show a mix of positive and negative 

differences. This evidence suggests that simply freeing public schools from their perceived 

bureaucratic constraints through charter schools does not reliably produce higher achievement. 

However, Berends (2015, 2020, in press) suggests that asking whether typical charter schools 

can outperform public schools may be the wrong question. There is a large amount of variability 

among both charter schools and non-charter public schools in both educational policies, 

pedagogical practices, and student/family characteristics. Instead, the question is whether there 

are conditions under which charter schools consistently outperform non-charter public schools, 

and whether the conditions causing these differences reside primarily in innovative charter 

school practices or the characteristics of non-charter public schools. 
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The research has suggested that Charter schools have distinct advantages over non-charter 

public school counterfactuals located in inner city schools, but not for suburban schools. In 

Massachusetts, charter schools in inner city, urban districts have consistent, small-to-moderate 

positive effects on reading and math, while charter schools in suburban school districts show no 

effects (Angrist, Pathak, & Walters, 2013). A series of CREDO city analyses show fairly 

consistent results of small to very large statistically significant achievement gains in math and 

reading in inner city charter schools over non-charter inner city public schools, but no consistent 

evidence for achievement gains outside of inner cities (Center for Research on Education 

Outcomes, 2013).  Gleason, Clark, Tuttle & Dwoyer’s (2010) lottery-based evaluation of charter 

school impacts included 36 middle schools across 15 states located in both inner city and 

suburban areas (see also Clark et al., 2015). Gleason et al. found no overall significant impacts 

on math or reading test scores.  However, consistent with the findings of Angrist et al. (2013), 

schools in large urban areas had statistically significant positive effects on math (+0.16 SD), 

whereas schools outside urban regions had statistically significant negative effects (- 0.14 SD). 

Cohodes and Parham, 2021 suggest that charter schools may outperform public schools in certain 

urban school districts, but there is no consistent evidence for charter schools outperforming 

public schools outside of the inner city. 

A few studies have measured what happens inside charter schools outside the inner city. Their 

results shed light on why particular kinds of charter schools might be more effective (Hess & 

Loveless, 2005; Zimmer & Buddin, 2007; Berends, Watral, Teasley, & Nicotera, 2008; Betts et 

al., 2006; Berends et al., 2010, 2019; Berends, 2015, 2020; Zimmer et al., 2020). For example, 

research from Texas charter schools using quasi-experimental methods suggests that charter 

schools in operation longer tend to show stronger effects, and the overall effectiveness of charter 

schools seems to improve over time from the combination of more years of operation and other 

schools’ exits from the market (Baude, Casey, Hanushek, & Rivkin, 2014). 

Charter schools outside the inner city have often been designed as “test-beds” for identifying 

policies and curriculum that, if successful, could be implemented more broadly in charter and 

public schools (Betts & Tang, 2019). A movement to implement and financially support groups 

of charter schools (Educational Management Organizations (EMO); Charter Management 

Organization (CMO) with similar policies is spreading within and across states (Farrell, 

Wohlstetter, & Smith, 2013; Berends, in press).   
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Dynarski et al. (2018) used a lottery-based design to examine the effects of a large for-profit 

set of schools (EMO-National Heritage Academy) on student achievement. Using lotteries from 

44 schools in Michigan between 2003 and 2014, they estimated the impacts on achievement for 

the EMO National Heritage Academy. They found that attending a National Heritage Academy 

charter school resulted in a 0.04 SD gain in mathematics; effects on other outcomes like reading, 

attendance, grade progression, disciplinary actions, and special education placement were not 

significant. Heterogeneous effects also occurred among non-profit Charter Management 

Organizations that estimated effects for 22 middle schools (Furgeson et al. (2012)). Results 

showed more positive than negative effects with substantial variation in each direction.   

Overall, this literature supports three main conclusions: 

Charter schools in urban school districts show consistent, statistically significant gains in 

Reading/English-LA and Mathematics over their inner-city traditional public counterfactuals 

with ITT effect sizes that range from small to moderate.  

Typical charter schools in non-urban school districts show no consistent, significant effects 

for higher achievement than traditional public schools in Reading/English-LA and Mathematics 

at the elementary, middle, or high school level. Almost all studies involving large samples of 

similar traditional public and charter schools have shown a large variance in results, from 

significant negative to positive results. 

Evaluation of instructional designs for charter schools outside of inner cities is an important 

avenue for future research to extend our knowledge base (Berends & Dallavis, 2020). However, 

this research requires starting or finding a large enough sample of charter schools with similar 

instructional design to provide the needed lottery data.   

In this context,  the current study takes advantage of the large number of charter schools 

teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum in Colorado. CK-Charter schools were started in the 

1990s and their popularity spread such that by 2012 there were more than 50 CK-Charter schools 

in Colorado. Many of these schools were oversubscribed mandating kindergarten lotteries for 

admission. This study utilizes data from 14 oversubscribed school lotteries in 9 CK-Charter 

schools to generate experimental evidence about the long term achievement effects (3rd - 6th 

grade) of Charter schools using the Core Knowledge K-8 instructional design and curriculum.   
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Core Knowledge Charter Schools 

CK-Charter schools were first implemented in Colorado in the early 1990s and have grown 

steadily to over 50 of these schools in Colorado. We identified schools with a history of excess 

enrollment demand and associated use of kindergarten lotteries for admission. We offered $1000 

for each year of participation in the study. We prospectively tracked lotteries for one or two entry 

cohorts in these schools. Some of these lotteries were eliminated because they made offers to all 

applicants, leaving the 14 CK-Charter lotteries in 9 schools with excess demand.  

All schools in the study had been in operation for a minimum of four years and up to 14 years 

when the study began. We tracked each lottery and lottery outcome prospectively at each school 

at least two months before the lottery until one month after kindergarten entry to provide internal 

validity of the study. Each school developed a spreadsheet with applicant information that also 

tracked email and phone communication with lottery applicants. The information on each student 

included first and last name, lottery number, and the timing of any offer and acceptance/rejection 

of offers. Eleven of the lotteries included data on birth date—about 75% of applicants. Most 

lotteries included gender- and using software that assigns gender from first names- gender was 

identified for applicants in lotteries not having gender information, resulting in gender missing 

on only 3% of applicants with androgynous names.     

Core Knowledge Curriculum 

The Core Knowledge curriculum takes an unconventional approach to improving 

achievement. It uses a comprehensive approach to specifying curriculum in every subject 

(Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography, Visual Arts and Music) at each K-8 

grade (Core Knowledge, 2010). The curriculum is designed to build students’ cumulative 

General Knowledge and their range and depth of vocabulary to boost their capacity to 

comprehend the world they live in (Hirsch, 1988, 2003, 2006, 2011). General knowledge 

comprises content about people, objects in the world, facts and meanings of words, and 

associations among these entities. The curriculum is controversial because it suggests that 

student’s Reading/English-LA and Science achievement in later grades may depend not only on 

the quality of direct instruction in these subjects but on the content and quality of curriculum 

outside of these subjects.   

The Core Knowledge curriculum has early and continuing emphases on: (a) following a 

planned sequence of specific topics that integrates knowledge from the seven subject areas 
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across K-8 grades to systematically build their knowledge and comprehension of the world; (b) 

exposing children to broad, information-rich curricula across subjects to build oral vocabulary; 

and (c) using read-alouds to build oral vocabulary, knowledge, and listening skills (Core 

Knowledge, 2010). Throughout this study Core Knowledge had a K-8 integrated set of teacher 

manuals for the specific topics in each year, as well as associated student reading materials (Core 

Knowledge, 2010), and it offered access to aligned lesson plans from a variety of authors. The 

Core Knowledge foundation also provided professional development and support opportunities 

for teachers and principals across the nation.  

Research on General Knowledge in Learning  

Measures of General Knowledge have not typically been included in major longitudinal data  

that are used to study factors that influence achievement from early grades. However,  the 1998 

Early Childhood Longitudinal Survey (ECLS-K) that tracked students from kindergarten to 5th 

and 8th grade collected family and student characteristics as well as a range of early cognitive 

measures including early reading and math skills along with executive function (attention), 

visuo-spatial/fine motor  skills, socio-emotional skills and General Knowledge prior to 

kindergarten entry. Duncan et al, 2007 utilized this data in combination with international 

longitudinal data sets having measures of executive function to estimate significant effects from 

measures of executive function on 5th grade Mathematics and Reading/English-LA achievement. 

Grissmer et al, 2010 and Murrah, 2010 utilized the ECLS-K to predict 5th and 8th grade 

Mathematics, Reading/English-LA and Science achievement that added variables for visuo-

spatial/motor skills and the level of General Knowledge. Figure 2 shows the relative significance 

of the predictors for 5th grade Math, English and Science.  

 Fifth grade math is most strongly predicted by early domain specific Mathematics skills, 

followed by level of General Knowledge, and reduced, but still significant impacts from 

executive function and visuo-spatial/fine motor skills.  Fifth grade Reading/English-LA and 

Science is most strongly predicted by the level of General Knowledge followed by early 

Mathematics, executive function and visuo-spatial/fine motor skills. The variable that would 

have the largest cumulative impact across later subjects is the early level of General Knowledge. 

These non-experimental results suggest that early General Knowledge acquisition may be as 

critical to long term achievement as the more well-studied early skills in Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA, executive function and visuo-spatial/motor skills. Despite this empirical 
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evidence for the role of General Knowledge in predicting later achievement, a consensus in 

educational research on its importance, its measurement or a theory specifying its role in 

cognitive development has been slow in developing.   

Early General Knowledge can emerge informally through everyday interactions and 

experiences, conversations with peers, teachers, parents and other adults, as well as through more 

prescriptive activities such as travel, reading books and visits to museums (National Research 

Council, 2009). By the time children enter school they may have considerable prior General 

Knowledge gained from early childhood environments (National Research Council, 2007). Once 

in school, students with high prior knowledge tend to learn course content better than those with 

low prior knowledge (Steinkamp & Maehr, 1983; Tobias, 1994).  

The link between General Knowledge and later achievement may operate through 

improvements in reading comprehension as well as improvements in motivation to learn. The 

systematic building of General Knowledge has been long identified as an important component 

in building skills needed for reading and verbal comprehension (Hirsch, 2003, 2006; RRSG, 

2002; National Research Council, 2000,  2007, 2009; Pearson, P.D, et al, 2020).   

For instance, according to many contemporary theories of comprehension, the reader may 

construct a “situation model” integrating relevant prior knowledge with a “textbase” or mental 

representation of the meanings of the words and sentences in the text (Graesser, Singer, & 

Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch, 1998; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). The situation model enables the 

reader to fill in gaps and unstated ideas in the text, disambiguate the meaning of words and 

sentences, integrate information across sentences, and make inferences. Readers who lack prior 

General Knowledge often fail to fill in conceptual gaps within texts and fail to make inferences 

that go beyond information that is explicitly stated in the text (e.g., Beck et al, 1991; Voss & 

Silfies, 1996), even when they receive training in comprehension strategies (McNamara, 2004). 

The effects of prior General Knowledge on reading comprehension are also revealed in 

studies of adults and children who are (a) high or low on measures of knowledge or expertise in a 

domain and (b) high or low on measures of reading skill or general cognitive ability (Adams, 

Bell, & Perfetti, 1995; Recht & Leslie, 1988; Schneider, Korkel, & Weinert, 1989; Walker, 

1987). These studies show that prior knowledge can compensate for low reading skill or 

cognitive ability. For example, 3rd, 5th, and 7th graders with high levels of knowledge about a 
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topic but low performance score better on comprehension posttests than high-performance 

novices, and third-grade experts outperform fifth-grade novices (Schneider et al., 1989).  

Reading/English-LA, Mathematics and Science at later grades may demand increasing student 

contextual understanding of their physical and social world. The National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics advocates for students to understand the practical, real-world applications of 

mathematics in order to best learn mathematical concepts (National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics,  2000). Also, word problems in mathematics often demand comprehension of the 

world. Further, having extensive prior knowledge may aid in developing higher order cognitive 

skills, such as mathematical and scientific reasoning, since such processes are thought to require 

a combination of content General Knowledge and process skills (Zimmerman, 2000).   

Improved verbal and reading comprehension may also increase student motivation. 

Expectancy value theory posits that students have increased motivation when they see the value 

of what is learned for their everyday lives (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Increased General 

Knowledge can impact student motivation by enabling students to make connections between 

their personal lives and academic subject knowledge. Such connections are the foundation of 

inquiry-based education, and serve as a foundation for both interest and knowledge development 

(Renninger & Hidi, 2011; National Research Council, 2000). Research demonstrates that 

students’ perceived utility value of academic course content is closely related to achievement, 

engagement, interest, and to perceived utility in their lives (Hulleman et al., 2010; Hulleman & 

Harackiewicz, 2009). For instance, when students write essays linking science learned in school 

to their lives, students showed increased interest in taking more science courses and overall 

grades in their science class. 

A final source of empirical evidence on the effect of General Knowledge on achievement 

comes from the psychological literature- the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theory- that identifies 

the differences in cognitive characteristics between higher and lower scoring students. One of the 

most important characteristics identified that is hypothesized to explain these differences is the 

level of General Knowledge defined as  “the student’s knowledge about the world that they live 

in” (Evans et al, 2002; Zaboski et al, 2018).      

The Core Knowledge theory of action suggests that students from middle/high income 

families present a stringent test for the Core Knowledge curriculum for three reasons. First, these 

advantaged children typically have family environments that have provided wide exposure to 
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vocabulary and sources of General Knowledge (Lareau, 2011). Second, these middle/high 

income parents who lose the lottery have access to a wide range of high quality public, charter, 

private and home schooling alternatives (Murnane and Riordan, 2018; Lareau & Goyette, 2014). 

Third, previous research on charter schools has found no consistent impacts for charter schools 

in middle/high income school districts. Thus, it may be difficult for middle/high income students 

in Core Knowledge charter schools to show achievement gains above those in control schools. 

The range of school and family characteristics in our study from very high income suburban 

school districts to a school in a low income district enables a test of whether Core Knowledge 

charter schools are effective for a wide range of family income levels.    

Research on Effects of the Core Knowledge Curriculum     

Existing research on the effects of Core Knowledge is limited in several ways. There are no 

experimental studies. The few quasi-experimental studies have been conducted under conditions 

of partial or early implementation, and the sample sizes have been relatively small with a wide 

variance in results. Datnow et al. (2003) compared the standardized test performance of fourth 

grade students in two urban Core Knowledge schools and two matched comparison schools and 

found no difference in reading achievement. Taylor compared scores on the Iowa Tests of Basic 

Skills for more than 300 matched pairs of Core Knowledge and non-Core Knowledge students in 

Grades 3-5 in an urban school district with statistically significant effects across several subtests 

including reading comprehension (d = +.17) (Richards, O. H. (2001).   

Datnow, Borman, and Stringfield (2000) examined achievement outcomes for two student 

cohorts in four Core Knowledge schools in four states. Each Core Knowledge school had a 

within-district, demographically matched non-Core Knowledge comparison school. Results on 

norm-referenced test of reading achievement showed no effects. However, using classroom 

observations, they found evidence for wide variance in implementation, and adjustments showed 

Core Knowledge had positive effects on norm-references reading. Borman et al. (2003) reported 

a mean effect size of +0.03 for six studies of Core Knowledge, combining results for reading, 

math, and other subjects. However, the results also appeared to be sensitive to fidelity and years 

of implementation.  

Our study has many unique aspects that extend the current research on both the Core 

Knowledge curriculum, Charter schools and research on educational interventions. It is the first 

study to provide experimental evidence about the Core Knowledge curriculum. Second, schools 
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were located predominantly in middle/high income school districts, whereas most intervention 

research using lotteries focused on urban, inner city schools (Betts & Tang, 2019). Third, almost 

all educational  intervention research has focused on interventions lasting for shorter time 

periods than 4-7 years. Fourth, interventions using lotteries have focused more on lotteries at 

later elementary, middle, or high school and measured impacts over shorter time periods. This 

focus on later grades may underestimate the impact of charters since research suggests that early 

interventions may be more effective than later interventions (Heckman, et al, 2006; Cunha and 

Heckman, 2007). Fifth, the Reading/English-LA achievement test (Partnership for Assessment of 

Readiness for College and Career) has a combined achievement score that includes both a 

reading and writing component with achievement scores available from 3rd-6th grade.   

DATA 

School Sample and Characteristics 

Nine CK-Charter schools participated in the study. Five of the schools participated in 

consecutive lotteries for kindergarten entrance in school years 2009-2010 and 2010-1011. Four 

schools participated in only one lottery to provide a total of 14 lotteries for analysis. The nine 

schools were located in six school districts that stretched from the Denver area to northern 

districts including Loveland and Ft. Collins. 

 Table 1 shows the characteristics of the schools and their school districts. Six of the schools 

are in the Denver-Aurora-Lakewood SMSA that includes 10 counties around Denver. Four of 

these schools are in very high income suburbs of Denver in the Douglas county school district. 

Two schools were northwest of Denver in middle-income Jefferson County and Littleton school 

districts, and one school is in Aurora- a low income, urban school district east of Denver. Three 

schools are outside of the Denver SMSA in northern Colorado near Loveland and Ft Collins in 

the Thompson and Pourde school districts. The study schools vary in size having 2016 K-8 

enrollments ranged from 466 to 2359. 

Table 1 also shows the school district median family income (2010) and percentage of 

families with children below the poverty level. Three schools in the Douglas school district  have 

a median family income of $114,233, while five schools are in districts with median income 

from $92,137 to $75,105. The median family income in these districts is above the Colorado   

median income ($74,000) and also the national median income ($64,000). One school in the 
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lower income Adams-Arapahoe school district near Denver has a median income of $51,424, 

with 28.8% of families under the poverty level. This school participated in only one lottery, 

leaving 13 of our 14 lotteries in middle to high income school districts.   

Lottery Samples and Characteristics 

The lotteries at each school occurred in the December to February window prior to 

kindergarten enrollment in September. Each lottery was monitored to ensure adherence to 

randomization and until enrollment in kindergarten could be verified. Matching all lottery 

applicants using first and last names across 14 lotteries revealed that some students applied to 

more than one of the 14 lotteries. Almost all of those applying to more than one lottery applied to 

two or more schools for kindergarten entry in the same year, while some made applications in 

two consecutive years for kindergarten entry. The former group lived in catchment areas where 

more than one of our schools allowed multiple applications. The latter were in schools 

participating in consecutive lotteries who applied and lost the first lottery, and delayed 

kindergarten entry and reapplied in a lottery in the next year. We treat these two groups 

differently in the analysis and use the term “multiple applier” only to the former group, while 

referring to the latter group as “delayed entrants or red-shirts”.       

We estimated the effects of the intervention for single appliers and for the larger sample 

including all lottery applications from single and multiple appliers (“all-applications”). As shown 

in Table 2, there were 2853 applications across all 14 lotteries submitted by 2310 students. The 

student sample of single appliers is 1831 or 79.3% of all students, while 479 or 20.7% of 

students submitted more than one application. Of the 2853 applications, 1831 or 64.2% were 

from single appliers, while 35.8% were from multiple appliers.  

Table 3 summarizes the lottery outcomes for the all-applications and single-applier samples. 

For single appliers, 37.6% were lottery winners.  Across all-applications, 35.4% were winners, 

and 41.3% of all students won at least one lottery. Table 4 shows the lottery characteristics and 

lottery outcomes for the  “all-applications” sample for each of the 14 lotteries. Overall, 35.4 % of 

the “all-applications” were lottery winners, and 47.0 % of applications resulted in enrollment 

leaving a 53.0 % rate of non-compliance (not enrolled) by lottery winners. The non-compliance 

for lottery losers who entered the lottery kindergarten after losing the lottery was very small, and 

was mainly due to being admitted under a sibling provision.  
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The lottery characteristics show wide variation across lotteries. The total lottery applications 

varied from 62 in lottery 5 to 397 in lottery 4, while the percentages winning the lottery varied 

from 13.5 % in lottery 13 to 76.8 % in lottery 11. Moreover, the percentage of winning 

applications that resulted in an enrollment varied from 29.7% in lottery 3 to 70.2% in lottery 2.  

The number of applications that resulted in an enrollment varied widely from 16 in lottery 5 & 

14 to 71 in lottery 4. The diversity in the characteristics of the lotteries likely strengthens the 

generalizability of the results.  

Table 5 presents the data on the two available co-variates (gender and age).  Statistically 

significant differences between lottery winners and losers would imply potential bias in the 

randomization process. Two of the 14 lotteries (lottery 2 & 3) showed marginally significant 

differences in the gender distribution, while no lotteries showed any significant differences in the 

age distribution. This evidence suggests adherence to the randomization process. 

Fidelity Data 

To determine the extent to which the study schools were implementing the Core Knowledge 

curriculum, we reviewed school websites, surveyed and interviewed teachers and principals, and 

observed classrooms in kindergarten through third grade. Key findings were as follows: 

• 100% of the teachers reported that Core Knowledge (CK) will “definitely” be a major 
element in their school’s curriculum in the next several years. 

• 100% of teachers reported having a copy of the CK teacher handbook in their grade. 
• Depending on the subject, between 86% and 95% of the teachers reported that they 

planned to teach “all or almost all” of the topics in the Core Knowledge Sequence.  
• 91% of the teachers participated in a professional development workshop conducted 

by the Core Knowledge Foundation. 
• Principal interviews suggested that the teachers were enthusiastic about teaching the 

CK curriculum.   
• Based on the 15-minute classroom observations by an expert on Core Knowledge 

implementation was rated as medium to very high, and the percentage of the 
curriculum being implemented was between 80-100%. 

The evidence suggests that teachers were adhering to the curriculum as developed by the Core 

Knowledge Foundation, and that students were being exposed to the curriculum’s knowledge 

and concepts.  
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Achievement Data 

Achievement data in Reading/English-LA and Mathematics from 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th grades 

comes from Colorado state-wide PARRC (Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College 

and Careers) tests. The PARRC tests were a multi-state effort that built new tests to measure how 

well students are learning the Common Core standards. The Common Core Standards and 

associated PARCC tests are designed to test complex “critical thinking” skills. The PARRC 

English-LA test contains a reading/literacy component as well as a writing component. Scores 

are combined into one overall score. The Science test is only given at 5th grade and is designed 

by CTB/McGraw-Hill.   

The PARRC Reading/English-LA and Mathematics tests were implemented in Colorado in 

the 2015-16 school year.  Six of our lotteries were in 3rd grade before the change to PARRRC 

tests, and took an  older Colorado Transitional Assessment Program (TCAP) given from 2012-

2014 in Reading, Math and Writing that was developed by the Colorado Department of 

Education and CTB/McGraw-Hill. We have eliminated this 3rd grade data for these six lotteries  

due to the absence of comparable 3rd grade achievement scores, but  have comparable PARRC 

tests at 4th, 5th and 6th grade for these lotteries.   

Research Questions 

The confirmatory research question is: 

• whether CK-Charter schools teaching the K-8 Core Knowledge curriculum have a 
long term positive and significant effect on 3rd ,4th, 5th and 6th grade  English-LA 
achievement and combined 3rd-6th grade  achievement.   

The exploratory questions include:  

• whether CK-Charter schools teaching the K-8 Core Knowledge curriculum have a long 
term positive and significant effect on 5th grade Science achievement and on 3rd, 4th, 5th 
and 6th grade Mathematics achievement and combined 3rd-6th grade Mathematics 
achievement.  

• whether each of the estimated effects are positive and significant for females and males, 
and are there significant differences between genders?   

• whether the ITT and TOT 3rd-6th grade effects show significance differences between a 
CK-Charter school in a low income school district and the remaining lotteries in 
middle/high income school districts 
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The exploratory research questions on Math and Science effects flow from both the 

underlying theory of the Core Knowledge curriculum and empirical work with the ECLS-K 

(Grissmer et al, 2010, Murrah, 2010). The exploratory questions concerning gender differences 

and differences by school district income level reflect the common finding of such differences in 

educational outcomes. 

Attrition Data 

Each lottery applicant’s first and last name was used to search Colorado enrollment files to 

identify the Colorado identification code (CIC) for each student. This CIC code was then used to 

extract their Colorado state achievement scores for 3rd to 6th grade in Reading/English-LA and 

Mathematics and 5th grade Science. This matching process identified 7 categories of lottery 

applicants that were either missing achievement data or had achievement data from a different 

year than “On-Track” applicants and are all considered part of study attrition. These categories 

of attrition and the associated assumptions include the following:     

• “No Achievement Data”-Applicants with no valid 3rd – 6th grade achievement data). 
o “Attended Private/Home school”- No enrollment data in K-6th grade  
o “Moved Out of State/Transfer to Private/Home School”- Partial or complete 

enrollment records from K-2rd but no enrollment data from 3rd-6th grade  
• “Not Tested Due to LEP/IEP Exclusion”- applicants with a valid enrollment record 

in the 3rd-6th grade but having no achievement data at one of more grades). 
• “Off-Track”- applicants with enrollment records, but with achievement data from a 

year earlier or later than their cohort  
o “Skippers”- applicants who skipped a grade between K-3rd grade.  
o “Retained in Grade”-applicants who started kindergarten with their cohort, 

but were retained in grade before 3rd grade  
o “Delayed Entrants or Red-shirts”-applicants who started kindergarten a 

year after their cohort. 

Table 6 shows the overall attrition statistics by gender and lottery status for the all-

applications” sample. The overall attrition rate for all 10349 applications from 3rd to 6th grade is 

35.5%. Lottery winners (32.5%) have lower attrition than lottery losers (37.1%) and a 

statistically significant level of differential attrition (-4.6***). There are strong gender 

differences in attrition. Females have lower overall attrition rates (31.3%) than males (36.4%); 

and females have no significant level of differential attrition (-0.4). In contrast, male differential 

attrition is highly statistically significant (-7.2***). Significant attrition differences commonly 
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occur in RCTs by income or SES groups, but attrition differences between males and females is 

an unusual result.   

The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) provides guidelines for analyzing levels of overall 

and differential attrition to assess the potential risk for bias in results (What Works Clearing 

House, Standards Manual, 2020). These results suggest that any estimates using the full sample 

will have moderate bias risk. The male sample will have very high risk for bias, but estimates 

using the female sample have low bias risk.  

Analytic Strategy for Estimating, Presenting and Interpreting Results 

This intervention was registered in the Open Science registration in 2017-18 as part of 

receiving funding from the Arnold Foundation. The evaluation methodology registered at that 

time did not take account of the possibility of having high and significant levels of differential 

attrition and the associated bias.  That is, the proposed methodology assumed no sources of bias 

linked to the estimates and proposed the standard RCT methodology for estimation of results.  

The framework makes researcher bias difficult by ensuring that the primary reported results 

follow a predetermined methodology using the entire sample. However, this framework does not 

work well when there is first time, unexpected sources of bias.  The bias was unexpected since 

there were no previous kindergarten lottery evaluations including middle/high income parents. 

This was the first RCT to encounter this form of bias.  

However, the new source of bias primarily affects the male sample. The male sample shows 

high and significant levels of differential attrition and the associated bias threat.  However, the 

female sample shows no significant level of differential attrition and presents no bias threat. 

Thus we report  all results by gender to highlight the stability of the female results across 

estimates and the rapid increase in male effects as the sources of differential attrition are 

eliminated.             

  Discussion of Analytical Issues 

Addressing High and Significant Levels of Differential Attrition in the Male and Full Sample 

This study is the first educational lottery analysis to report high levels of differential attrition 

with statistically significant levels for males and no significant effects for females. To identify 

potential bias on both the male and full samples linked to these attrition levels, we first examined 

the causes of this differential attrition. Our approach was twofold. First, we identified the 
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specific parental decisions made by middle/high income parents that could produce high levels 

of differential attrition. Second,  we assessed whether the differential attrition was primarily 

confined to a few lotteries or particular subgroups that could be eliminated from the estimation.  

     The presence of high levels of differential attrition appears to be linked to the parental 

decision-making process in middle/high income school districts. This self-selected group of 

middle/high income parents who applied to CK-Charter lotteries have a complex decision 

process. They are choosing where and when to start children in kindergarten and whether to 

retain or advance students in early grades. There is a wide choice of schooling alternatives in 

middle/high income school districts in Colorado, especially in suburban areas. These include 

high-quality public non-charter schools, a variety of charter school types, sectarian and 

nonsectarian private schools, and home schooling. Colorado is also an open enrollment state, so 

parents can apply to any public school regardless of location.  

Applicants commonly apply to multiple schools. Entering a lottery to a CK-Charter school 

suggests that parents prefer this alternative to at least one, and perhaps all of their other 

schooling options pursued. In addition to pursuing private schools or home schooling, these 

higher-income parents have the option to delay kindergarten entry by a year (red-shirt) and also 

chose to retain or advance students in a later grade.  

In making these choices, parents are increasing attrition rates in our study. Colorado does not 

test students in private schools or home schools, and no achievement data is available. Students 

attending Colorado schools and taking achievement tests—but are red-shirted at kindergarten or 

retained or advanced in a grade from K-3rd—will not have comparable achievement data to “On-

Track” students. Students who are delayed or retained or advanced in a grade take different 

achievement tests in different years and also experience a different intervention than the “On-

Track” main sample, which enters kindergarten immediately after the lottery and proceeds from 

K-6th grade without interruption. Therefore, students who are delayed, retained, or advanced are 

also considered part of attrition. If these choices are different for lottery winners and losers, 

differential attrition and associated bias risk can result.     

This bias risk appears to be unique to lotteries that include middle/high income parents and 

only for lotteries at kindergarten entry and only for male applicants. Lower-income parents do 

not have the option of delayed entry or private/home schooling due to the higher financial and 

non-financial costs of choosing private or home schooling and/or red-shirting students. 
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Middle/high income parents in lotteries at higher grades also do not have the option of delayed 

entry and are less likely to switch to private/home schooling at later grades. Finally, only the 

male sample shows significant levels of differential attrition.  

Analyzing our enrollment and achievement files allows the differential attrition data to be 

displayed by three sources of attrition- “Off-Track,” “Not Tested,” and “Private/Home/Out of 

State”. “Off-Track” students have attended Colorado public schools but are in a different grade 

than their on-track peers and have no comparable achievement data. “Not Tested” students are 

enrolled in the appropriate grade, but not tested. These students could have been absent the day 

of the test due to parents that opted out of testing, or were excluded from testing for IEP or LEP 

reasons. “Private/Home/Out of State” students have no Colorado enrollment records or 

enrollment records that terminate before 3rd grade. These students are assumed to have enrolled 

in a private/home school at kindergarten or transferred at later grades or moved out of state.  

Table 7 provides the attrition rates for lottery winners and lottery losers by gender for the 

three major sources of attrition. Females have no statistically significant levels of differential 

attrition for the Off-Track (1.8), Not Tested (-0.3), or Private/Home/Out of State sample (-1.7) or 

the entire female sample (-0.1). Therefore the estimated effects for females have no significant 

bias risk linked to differential attrition.  

However, males have statistically significant differences in differential attrition for the Off-

Track (-2.3*) and Private/Home/Out of State samples (-5.1**) and Total Sample (-7.2**), but 

not the “Not- Tested” sample (0.2). The percentage of male students not tested was 7.7%; 8.5% 

for females.  This accounts for about 24% of all attrition. The absence of significant differential 

attrition for both genders for the “Not Tested” group implies that student absences and policies 

used to exclude students from testing on the day of the test do not correlate with lottery outcome. 

The results imply that CK-Charter schools and the public schools attended by students in our 

sample follow similar procedures in excluding students from testing. In addition, levels of 

student absences and student characteristics are similar across these schools.     

Two other sources account for the differential attrition for males. Parents may decide to delay 

kindergarten entry or retain or advance a student in grade before 3rd grade. This places the 

student in the “Off-Track” group. Parents may also decide to use private/home school, either 

from kindergarten or later, or they might move out of state before 3rd grade.  
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These parental decisions have been studied in the literature. Bassock and Reardon, 2013, 

using a national sample, report that delayed entry (red-shirt) rates were about 3-5% of 

enrollments and rates were much higher rates for higher SES parents, twice as high for males 

than females, and much higher for younger students. The lower rate of red-shirting for females 

may indicate that males are behind females their age in kindergarten readiness measures. This 

result suggests that parents perceive similarly aged males as more problematic than females for 

school entry decisions (Chatterji, M. 2006; Ready et al, 2005; DiPrete, T. A., & Jennings, J. L. 

(2013). However, Bassock and Reardon, 2013, also suggest that parental assessment of readiness 

is more focused on males who are perceived to have marginal levels of readiness for 

kindergarten entry.   

Huang, 2014 suggests that early grade retention is higher for males and strongly linked to 

being among the youngest at kindergarten entrance. This result suggests middle/higher income 

parents use grade retention as another strategy (in addition to red-shirting) to give a perceived 

long-term advantage to a student. The parental decision to advance a child in grade occurs less 

often than deciding to retain a child in grade. The evidence suggests that males and females have 

similar rates of grade advancement, which occurs mainly for older students.          

Our Colorado enrollment data shows that red-shirting occurred in our sample of middle/high 

income parents with 5.9 % of males and 2.7% of females entering kindergarten a year later, 

while no red-shirting occurred in the lottery in the low-income school district. Red-shirts were 

almost all younger students with birthdays before or close to school cut-off dates. Male red-shirts 

were predominantly 5.4 years of age or younger, while female red-shirts were 5.2 years of age or 

younger. Grouping red-shirt students and those retained in early grades shows that 8.6% of males 

and 4% of females in our sample red-shirted or stayed in grade. Red shirts were predominately 

younger students.   

Our data also shows that 3.2% of males and 1.8% of females skipped grades. These students 

are almost entirely older. However, males and  females are equally likely to be lottery winners or 

losers, and pose little threat for bias.  

The second source of potential bias from attrition includes parents choosing private/home 

schooling or moving out of state. It seems unlikely that a kindergarten lottery outcome would be 

correlated with later decisions whether to move out of state. So the differential attrition in this 

category likely arises from attendance at private/home schools. Some parents who apply in our 
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lotteries may see a CK-Charter school as an alternative to private schools or home schools or as a 

back-up in case the student is not admitted to private school.  

Buddin, 2012, analyzed national data from 2000-2008 and concluded that charter schools in 

suburban areas drew 68% of their students from public schools, 18% from nonsectarian private 

schools and 16% from religiously affiliated private schools. This suggests that the lottery 

applicants in our study could include a mix of parents with varying preferences for regular public 

schools or private sectarian or nonsectarian schools.  In some cases, the CK lottery application 

could provide a back-up for not being admitted to a preferred public or private school. In other 

cases, the lottery applicant could prefer a CK-charter school as a first choice, but would enroll in 

one of the alternate schools if the lottery is lost.      

Parents may have a higher propensity to enroll males than females in private/home schools if 

they lose the lottery. This higher propensity is much stronger in highly populated, suburban areas 

because of the expanded number of private schooling options,- some of which are tailored 

toward males.(Long, M.C., & Conger, D., 2013). These private schooling options may include 

“irregular” private schools that serve students with special needs as well as religious and 

nonsectarian schools.  

Parents whose decisions involve private schools are also more likely to have higher incomes 

that can fund private school tuition. The average inflation-adjusted tuition in  private elementary 

schools was $12,000 in 2011 with a much higher rate in private nonsectarian schools—$23,000, 

and the percentage of higher income families choosing a private school in a national sample was 

approximately 15-20% (Murnane and Reardon, 2018, Murnane, et al 2021). Choosing a private 

school at kindergarten entry could incur six years of tuition until middle school with approximate 

costs of $72,000 to $140,000. Winning the lottery may avoid  substantial private school costs for 

some students in this lottery, and the sibling preference allows all children in the family to also 

attend without entering a lottery.  

Not all CK-Charter schools are necessarily substitutes for private schools. CK-Charter schools 

with outstanding reputations in higher-income school districts might be expected to attract 

higher-income parents whose alternative would be a private school. This motivation might 

explain the very large number of applications combined with very low acceptance rates at 

lotteries 6, 8, 12.13 and 14 (see Table 4). Anecdotally, these lotteries are at CK-Charter schools 

with well-established reputations in high-income districts and can be seen as viable substitutes 
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for private schools. These higher-income parents may be more likely to send their children to 

CK-Charter schools if they win the lottery, but to private nonsectarian schools if they lose.   

We use two types of sensitivity analyses to address these potential sources of bias and to 

provide transparency in the analyses of results. The first sensitivity analysis eliminates 4 of the 

14 lotteries with the highest differential attrition; the second sensitivity analysis also eliminates 

all young students with early birthdays. The first sensitivity analysis eliminated four of the 

fourteen lotteries that had the highest level of differential attrition and associated risk for bias. 

These lotteries were in higher-income school districts with a CK-Charter school having a strong, 

long term reputation and having among the largest number of applications in our 14 lotteries. 

Our hypothesis suggests that parents in these districts have the resources to send their children to 

private schools, but some of these parents view their CK-Charter option as a free, close substitute 

for a nonsectarian school. The CK-Charter option could save from $70,000 to over $125,000 in 

tuition over 6 years of attendance. The second sensitivity analysis eliminates all young students 

in the age window for delayed entry and/or grade retention that includes male students younger 

than 5.4 years and female students younger than 5.2 years.   

A final source of potential bias stems from lotteries with small samples of achievement data 

from either winners or losers. Small samples can result in highly non-representative achievement 

levels for lottery winners or losers, which causes bias. Small samples are more likely in two 

cases: for lottery winners since only about one in three applicants win the lottery and in schools 

with smaller kindergarten enrollment. Small samples are also more likely when estimating 

results by gender. We eliminate lotteries in each analysis when the number of lottery winners or 

losers falls below six achievement scores.      

Estimating Single and  Multiple Appliers with Achievement Data Across Three Grades  

Some schools are located close enough together that parents could apply to more than one 

study school (multiple appliers). We provide estimates for “single appliers” and also for “all 

applications” that includes both single appliers and all multiple applications. Estimates using all-

applications has significantly more statistical power to detect smaller effects by increasing the 

sample of students by about 25% and the number of lottery applications by about 56%. The 

single applier sample can be estimated using the standard methods (Bloom, 1984). A more 

complex estimation method is needed for the all-application sample that uses multi-way 
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clustering with pooling across grades and applications using a Huber-White adjustment for 

student-level variance (Wooldridge, 2002).  

Non-Compliance  

 The non-compliance rate for lottery winners is 53.0%. This figure reflects the wide range of 

schooling choices in our middle/high income school districts. This result required estimating 

both ITT and TOT effects because TOT effects account for non-compliance. These effects are 

critical to interpreting policy impacts and in comparing results to other studies. The TOT effects 

have nearly identical levels of statistical significance as the ITT effects. TOT effects are in the 

range of 1.8 to 2.2 times larger than ITT effects in this study.   

Estimation Methodology 

The presence of multiple appliers  requires a different estimation methodology than for single 

appliers. About 20% of students were in more than one lottery, and almost all applied to two 

lotteries. Our analysis for single appliers uses the standard RCT methodology for estimating ITT 

and TOT effects (Bloom, 1984: Raudenbush et al, 2012). The analysis including those applying 

to more than one lottery uses the multi-path clustering approach (Cullen et al, 2006)  with each 

application (as opposed to each student) as the unit of observation and is referred to as the “all-

application” sample.  

We developed statistical models to identify how access to a CK charter school affected 

student achievement. For single appliers, the ITT model is estimated using Ordinary Least 

Squares (OLS) and reflects the impact of being offered a position in one of the CK-Charter 

schools.   This so-called “intent to treat (ITT)” model is 

𝐴𝑖𝑔=𝛽𝑊𝑖𝑗+𝛾𝑋𝑖+∑𝑖𝑗𝛿𝑗𝐷𝑖𝑗+𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑔 (1) 

where Aig is an achievement score for student i in the gth grade, W is an indicator variable for 

the ith student winning the jth lottery, X is a set of student characteristics, D is an indicator for 

the student’s application to the jth lottery, and e is a stochastic error term. 

Multiple applier students will have multiple records for each achievement score and for each 

charter school application (Cullen et al. 2006) in Eq. 1, so student-level residuals are likely to be 

correlated with one another at both the grade- and application-levels. For example, a student’s 

residual in 3rd grade math was unlikely to be independent of their 4th and 5th grade residual. 

Clustering methods were used to adjust for possible correlations of student residuals across 
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different grades and applications. The adjustment was based on a Huber-White sandwich 

estimator of student- or applicant-level variance (Wooldridge, 2002). 

If winners were required to attend a charter or all winners choose the charter alternative, then 

β would reflect the relative achievement benefit (or decrement) from attending a charter school. 

Applicants are not required to attend the charter, however, and many “winning” parents choose 

another alternative as their circumstances change or they acquire more information on schooling 

options. As a result, β reflects the average benefit from receiving a charter offer, where the 

average is comprised of some students in a charter and some in an alternative school. 

We extended the model to estimate how actual charter enrollment affected student 

achievement, i.e., the “treatment on treated (TOT)” estimates. TOT is a two-equation 

instrumental variable model where charter enrollment (E) is a function of W, X, and D: 

𝐸𝑖𝑗=𝜃𝑊𝑖𝑗+𝜗𝑋𝑖+∑𝑖𝑗𝜏𝑗𝐷𝑖𝑗+𝜑𝑖𝑗 (2) 

The second equation estimates achievement (A) as a function of imputed enrollment from Eq. 

2, as well as X, and D.  

𝐴𝑖𝑔=𝜑�̂�𝑖𝑗+𝜋𝑋𝑖+∑𝑖𝑗𝛼𝑗𝐷𝑖𝑗+𝜔𝑖𝑗𝑔 (3) 

The TOT effect is φ, the effect of expected charter enrollment on achievement. 

The ITT and TOT models were estimated separately by subject in grades 3 through 6 for 

English-LA and Mathematics as well as for a Colorado 5th grade science test. Several schools 

had lotteries in both cohorts, and these lotteries were treated separately for each cohort. The 

models also included demographic controls for grade, gender, race/ethnicity, and free/reduce 

lunch eligibility.  Race/ethnicity and free/reduce lunch eligibility is only available for students 

who had at least one year of enrollment in Colorado schools. Achievement scores are 

standardized by grade and cohort. 

Our TOT estimates use CK charter enrollment in kindergarten in the year of application as the 

enrollment variable. Additional models were estimated where enrollment was characterized as 

charter enrollment in any year or total years enrolled in a charter. These results were similar to 

those reported below. 
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RESULTS 

We provide detailed results for the ‘All applications” sample and both genders. The All-

Application sample has the largest sample and highest power to detect effects. Both gender 

results are also included due to the higher potential for bias in the male sample. We also present 

a comparison of effects from single appliers with the “all applications” sample. Results showed 

slightly larger effects for the single applier sample.    

Differential Attrition Characteristics of the Samples 

Table 8 summarizes the sample sizes and the overall and differential attrition for the three  

estimated samples that include all applications. The three samples are the full sample (Full), the 

sample that eliminates the four lotteries with the highest differential attrition (Lotteries left out-

L-LO), and the sample that, in addition, eliminates young students (L-LO & YS-LO). Table 8 

shows that the high level of differential attrition for males in the full sample (-7.0***) is reduced 

in the L-LO sample (-3.4+) and eliminated in (L-LO&YS-LO) when young students are also left 

out (-0.0). The L-LO & YS-LO sample also eliminates differential attrition (-0.01) in the full 

sample. Thus while the Full sample and L-LO sample have significant bias risk, the L-LO&YS-

LO sample has little risk for bias. Each estimate of effects below includes estimates for the Full 

sample, the L-LO sample and the L-LO&YS-LO sample to assess the extent and direction of 

potential bias.   

These results suggest that the sources of differential attrition and the associated bias threat 

arise from two groups: (1) the four lotteries that have the largest differential attrition and, (2) all 

younger, primarily male students with early birthdays who parents often choose to delay entry or 

retain in grade. The former group are located predominately in high-income school districts that 

have CK-Charter schools with reputations that parents likely perceive as substitutes for private 

sectarian schools. In both situations, some parents who win the lottery may enroll in a CK-

Charter school; but to hedge against losing, they may also apply to a private school or red-shirt 

or later retain a student if they lose the lottery. In the first case, parents will avoid the cost of 

private sectarian tuition.  In the second case, parents who delay entry have another opportunity to 

win the lottery in the next year or can retain a child at a later grade. Eliminating differential 

attrition from the estimated sample reduces the bias threat, but the direction of the bias and the 

associated changes in estimated effects cannot be predicted in advance. Whether effects weaken 
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or strengthen is an empirical question that we address by comparing results across the three 

sample estimates.   

Effect Estimates    

The confirmatory hypothesis is that CK-Charter schools will have long-term, positive 

significant effects on English-LA achievement. We estimated intent-to-treat ITT results (Table 9) 

using achievement data from all grades as well as comparable estimates for grades 4, 5 and 6.  

• The estimates using combined achievement from all grades show statistically 
significant effects that increase from the FULL sample (0.143**) to the L-LO sample 
(0.179**) to the L-LO&YS-LO sample (0.241***).  

• The effects by grade show similar trends: statistically significant or marginally 
significant effects for each grade with similar trends that increase from the FULL 
sample to the L-LO sample to the L-LO&YS-LO sample. For instance, 6th grade 
effects increase from the FULL sample (0.114+) to the L-LO sample (0.128+) to the L-
LO&YS-LO sample (0.208*).  

• The estimates for the L-LO&YS-LO sample with no differential attrition show 
statistically significant, small size ITT effects at all grades (0.241***) and at 4th grade 
(0.196**), 5th grade (0.281**) and 6th grade (0.208*).    

These results show a counterintuitive trend. As the sample declines from 6652 in the FULL 

sample to 4949 in L-LO sample to 4027 in the L-LO&YS-LO sample, the effect size increases 

and has stronger significance. These results suggest parental decision-making in middle/high 

income school districts may introduce a downward bias in kindergarten lotteries from parents 

who red-shirted or retain a student in grade and from higher income parents who can afford 

private schools but see a particular type of charter school as a close substitute. Since males are 

behind females in school readiness, much of the parental concern and bias is focused on males      

Table 10 shows results by gender. Female effects show statistically significant effects for all 

three samples with small increases from the Full sample (0.223**) to the L-LO sample  

(0.242**) to the L-LO&YS-LO  sample (0.267**). Since differential attrition was at low and 

nonsignificant levels in all three samples for females, the similarity in the effect size and 

significance might be expected.    

However, the male results show a different pattern. We find insignificant positive effects for 

the Full sample (0.063) and the L-LO sample (0.068), and marginally significant effects for the 

L-LO&YS-LO sample (0.207+). The somewhat weaker size and significance of male effects may 
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reflect that the higher differential attrition for males (Table 8) only disappears for the L-LO&YS-

LO sample. The reduced size of the male sample (1514) compared to females (2556) may also 

weaken male effects relative to female effects.    

Table 11 compares estimated 3rd-6th grade effects for single applier students to the effects 

estimated for all applications that include students applying to more than one school. The single 

applier effects are statistically significant for all samples and show similar increasing effects as 

lotteries and young students are eliminated. The single applier effects show similar or modestly 

higher estimates for the FULL sample (0.155* vs. 0.143**), the L-LO sample (0.199* vs. 

0.179**) and the L-LO&YS-LO sample (0.306** vs. 0.241**).     

Table 12 compares both ITT and TOT estimates for all grades (3rd-6th), and for 4th, 5th and 6th 

grades for the L-LO&YS-LO sample. The TOT effects are all approximately twice as large as 

the ITT effects due to the 52% compliance rate. The TOT effects are statistically significant and 

moderate in size for the estimates, including all grades (0.473***), 4th grade (0.383**), 5th grade 

(0.543***) and 6th grade (0.404*). There are no upward or downward trends by grade suggesting 

the effects may have stabilized by fourth grade.             

Table 13 provides the exploratory ITT and TOT effects for Mathematics and Science with 

effects also by gender for the L-LO&YS-LO sample. The science effects measured at 5th grade 

show statistically significant ITT effects (0.154*) for the all-gender sample, with marginally 

significant effects (0.184+) for females and positive, insignificant effects for males (0.083). The 

results for mathematics show insignificant, positive ITT effects for female (0.146) and male 

(0.003) results and for the all- gender (0.081) sample. The TOT effects for females in math 

(0.273) and science (0.339+) are much larger than the corresponding effects for males in math 

(0.006) and science (0.175), but the differences are not statistically significant.   

Table 14 compares ITT effects for a single lottery for a CK-Charter school in a low income 

school district to the remaining 13 lotteries in middle to high income school districts. The ITT 

effects for the CK-Charter in a low income school district are statistically significant and large to 

very large in English-LA (0.944**) and Mathematics (0.735*), and positive, but insignificant for 

Science (0.468). The lotteries in middle/high income school districts show statistically 

significant effects in English-LA (0.201**), and positive, insignificant effects for Mathematics 
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(0.041) and Science (0.125). The effect differences between the two types of school districts are 

statistically significant for English-LA and Mathematics, but not Science.   

Table 15 shows the more policy-relevant TOT effects comparing results from the low income 

school district to the middle/high income schools districts. The data show very large, statistically 

significant effects for the CK-Charter in a low income school district in English-LA (1.299**), 

and Mathematics (0.997*),  and positive, bur insignificant effects in Science (0.622). The 

corresponding TOT effects for the schools in middle/high income school districts (English-LA 

(0.445**), Mathematics (0.090) and Science (0.270)) show statistically significant differences 

compared to the low-income charter in English-LA and Mathematics, but not Science.  

Overall, these effects are large enough to eliminate achievement gaps between advantaged 

and disadvantaged students in all three subjects. This long-term intervention that changed 

curriculum from K-6th grade shows no achievement gaps at 3rd-6th grade in English/Proficiency 

or Math or Science at 5th grade between low income students and middle/high income students.  

Table 16 summarizes the 3rd – 6th grade TOT results by subject for the total sample and by 

gender with the estimated percentile gain across subjects and genders. These results show that 

the percentile gains estimated from the TOT effects for the all-applications sample were 

statistically significant for Reading/English-LA (16.1 percentile points), Science (10.2 percentile 

points) and positive, but insignificant for Mathematics (5.4 percentile points). Female results 

showed statistically significant TOT gains for Reading/English-LA (17.0 percentile points), 

marginally significant gains for Science (11.5 percentile points) and positive, but insignificant 

for Mathematics (9.3 percentile points). Male results showed marginally significant TOT gains 

for Reading/English-LA (15.0 percentile points), marginally significant gains for Science (6.0 

percentile points) and positive, but insignificant for Mathematics (0.00 percentile points).  

Discussion  

Summary 

There has been substantial non-experimental evidence linking gains in measures of General 

Knowledge to later achievement in Reading/English-LA, Science and Mathematics (Claessens 

et, 2009, Duncan et al, 2007; Duncan et al, 2020, Grissmer et al, 2010; ). This evidence suggests 

that gains in General Knowledge would have a larger effect on future achievement than similar 

gains in the more widely studied non-cognitive skills including executive function, visuo-
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spatial/fine motor and socio-emotional skills.  However, the lack of experimental evidence for 

interventions directed at changing levels of General Knowledge has left improving non-cognitive 

skills as one of the best viable options for improving achievement even though it has proven 

challenging to design interventions using non-cognitive skills that raise later achievement.   

The present study provides the first experimental evidence that suggests that a curriculum 

(Core Knowledge Curriculum) directed toward building General Knowledge from kindergarten 

to 8th grade leads to long term achievement gains. These results open a new category of 

interventions that build General Knowledge with potential effects predicted to be larger than 

interventions that target non-cognitive skills. 

The current results (see Tables 15 & 16) show:  

• statistically significant, moderate size, long-term TOT achievement gains (0.473***) 

from 3rd-6th grade in Reading/English-LA for the entire  sample of students and 

schools spanning low to high income characteristics.  

• statistically significant, small-size TOT achievement gains (0.300*) in 5th Grade 

Science for the entire sample of students and schools spanning low to high income 

characteristics.  

• a small positive, but insignificant, TOT gain (0.159)  in Mathematics for a sample of 

students and schools spanning low to high income characteristics.   

• Large to very large, statistically significant,  achievement gains in Reading/English-

LA (1.299**) and  Mathematics (0.997*) and  moderate, positive, but insignificant 

Science effects (0.622) for a school in a low income school district that eliminated 

achievement score gaps in 3rd-6th grade in Reading/English-LA and Mathematics.  

The evidence would suggest that the level of General Knowledge may be a critical, largely 

unmeasured, cognitive characteristic that may help explain the factors underlying achievement 

for students from all income levels as well as accounting for current achievement score gaps 

between advantaged and disadvantaged students. Moreover, this study suggests that the level of 

General Knowledge is malleable, and an intervention that increases General Knowledge may 

increase achievement for students from all family income groups with much larger effects that 

eliminate achievement gaps for disadvantaged students. The much larger effects for a school in a 

low income school district may simply reflect the greater opportunity that students from higher 

income homes have to acquire General Knowledge outside of school. However, it remains 
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surprising that the academic disadvantages associated with students from lower income families 

may be largely reflected in their lower level of General Knowledge, and that the level of General 

Knowledge is malleable, and that a school curriculum from K-6th could ameliorate the 

differences in General Knowledge and close achievement gaps.       

        The size of the long term TOT effects for Reading/English-LA (~ 16 percentile points) in 

this intervention is approximately equal to the difference in the achievement gains over the last 

30-40 years between Reading/English-LA (7 percentile points) and Mathematics (25 percentile 

points (Shakeel, M. D. & Petersen, P., E., 2021). The size of these 16 percentile gains could also 

close the international gap in Reading/English-LA for U.S. students. U.S. students placed 15th 

among 50 countries in the 2016 PIRLS 4th grade Reading/English test, but national student gains 

similar to gains in this intervention would place the U.S. among the top five countries (PIRLS, 

2016). 

This study may be the first experimental intervention that shows statistically significant ITT 

and TOT effects that improve long term achievement for students from all income groups. 

Conolly et al, (2018) has identified 1017 RCT’s evaluating educational interventions in the 1980-

2016 time frame, and the WWC has maintained a data-base of published results for experimental 

and quasi-experimental evaluations. Chabrier et al, 2016 has also summarized the results of high 

school, middle school and elementary school/kindergarten lottery based RCT’s utilizing state 

achievement as outcomes. Few interventions in this universe are directed to raise achievement 

for students in all income groups and/or implement interventions that last for four or more years  

and/or measure long term effects, and none that have all of these characteristics.  

Kraft, 2020 and Hill et al, 2008 characterizes how the size of educational intervention effects 

should be viewed that differs from the traditional view that labels small effects (~.25 SD), 

medium effects (~.50 SD and large effects (.75 SD). This new characterization recognizes that 

the size of actual intervention measurements are commonly insignificant, and those showing 

significant effects almost always lie in the range less than .25 SD for ITT effects. Unfortunately, 

this literature does not provide comparisons of TOT effects- which are often unreported. Using 

TOT effects provides better predictions of the effects for a student who actually experienced the 

intervention. The TOT effects in this intervention (.47 SD) would likely be in the range of the 

largest effects measured in previous interventions.     
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The absence of previous interventions with similar characteristics leaves open the question of 

whether the effects arise partly from the longevity of the intervention as opposed to the specific 

causative mechanisms arising from the Core Knowledge curriculum. The question becomes 

whether there are causative factors inherent in the intervention that might explain the effects.     

Exploring Potential Causative Mechanisms 

The Core Knowledge curriculum has many similarities and areas of agreement with more 

standard curriculum. For instance, the two curriculums do not differ on incorporating similar 

methods of building the early reading related skills associated with phonemic awareness and  

phonics. Both curriculum require teaching the subjects of Mathematics, Reading/English-LA,  

Geographical, History, Science and Mathematics. Core Knowledge incorporates a Mathematics 

Curriculum, but also allows schools to choose other Mathematics curriculum.   

However, there are major differences in the Core Knowledge curriculum from the curriculum 

taught in typical public schools that might help account for the results. The Core Knowledge 

curriculum is directed toward building accumulative knowledge which requires a 

reconceptualization of the teaching of all subjects and the time devoted to each, and unlike 

almost all previous reading comprehension interventions, is not simply an instructional change 

during the Reading/English proficiency part of the reading curriculum. 

 Darling-Hammond et al, 2015, Darling-Hammond et al, 2020,  Osher et al, 2020 and Cantor, 

2019 provide comprehensive syntheses of the research involving learning and development that 

includes classroom practices that have evidence for improved short and long term student 

learning. The Core Knowledge curriculum has several characteristics identified by these 

syntheses that might help account for the achievement gains, and should be the focus of future 

mixed methods research in the classroom. These include:  

• Curriculum that takes advantage of and enhances a student’s existing knowledge about 

the world they live in (Barron et al, 2015; Willingham, 2003) 

• Building knowledge through more emphasis on History, the Social Sciences and the 

Arts (Elleman & Osmond, 2019) 

• An early and sustained focus on developing background knowledge (Ellerman & 

Osland, 2019; Willingham, 2003; Willingham, 2006) 
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• Learning the unique structure, the particular modes of inquiry and different types of 

text analysis that are unique to each subject taught (Ellerman & Osmond, 2019; 

Goldman et al, 2016; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). 

• Combining explicit instruction organized around a conceptual map or schema (Kim et 

al. 2021; Kim et al, 2023, Core Knowledge, 2010) 

•  Learning and taking advantage of each student’s interest (Hidi et al, 2017)  

• Greater efficiency from building on knowledge learned in previous grades and 

avoiding unnecessary content repetition (Engel et al., 2013). 

• Reductions in cognitive load from a well-designed and integrated curriculum across all 

subjects and all K-8 grades (Paas & van Merrienboer, 2020; Engel et al., 2013;  

Willingham, 2006; Elleman & Osmond, 2019). 

The kind of integration and focus across all grades and subjects that characterizes the Core 

Knowledge curriculum is not typically prioritized in  previous literacy interventions or in school 

districts or states where, typically, two subjects (Mathematics and Reading/English-LA) are 

given the highest priority and little integration occurs across subjects and grades.  

These experimental results also directly address the three decades debate about the causative 

mechanisms underlying reading and verbal comprehension (Hirsh et al, 1988,  Hirsch, 2003, 

Hirsch, 2006; Willingham, 2006, Hirsch, 2011; Willingham, 2017, Wexler, 2019). This debate 

involved whether the causative mechanism involved in increasing reading comprehension is due 

mainly to increasing the level of previous General Knowledge or to the acquisition of 

“procedural skills” that enable comprehension. This  debate could not be settled due to the 

absence of definitive, long term experimental research testing both hypotheses. The results from 

this study would provide the first experimental evidence suggesting that building General 

Knowledge leads to higher Reading/English-LA achievement.  While there is no long term 

experimental evidence on the effects of improving “procedural skills”,  this approach has been 

the major focus to improving reading comprehension of Reading Panels and researchers for 30-

40 years.  

During this period, the major reading panels convened to recommend policies to improve 

reading comprehension focused primarily on improving the productivity of the time spent in 

Reading/English-LA instruction by teaching improved “procedural skills” to facilitate better 

comprehension. While acknowledging that the level of General Knowledge was an important 
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factor in comprehension,  the series of panel recommendations over this extended period made 

no recommendations for the kind of dramatic policy changes that would be needed to enable 

significant improvements in General Knowledge; i.e, shifting the curriculum to much more time 

on Science and Social Science vs. time on Mathematics and Reading/English-LA instruction.   

Rather, the panels and researchers primarily confined their search for interventions to the 

quality and type of instruction provided during the classroom time devoted to Reading/English-

LA instruction. Improving this instruction was almost entirely directed toward improving the  

“interpretative skills” of students. While the role of General Knowledge was generally 

acknowledged to be an important factor in comprehension,  there was no strategy or intervention 

identified in the various reading panel reports that was directed toward dramatic changes to 

improve a student’s General Knowledge. There has also been little change over 40 years on the 

time spent in different subjects in elementary grades (Morton, B., & Dalton, B., 2007; Hoyer, K., 

M., & Sparks, D., 2017;  Perie et al, 1997). For instance, teacher reported weekly time spent at 

3rd grade was 9.9 hours on Reading/English-LA, 5.8 hours on Mathematics, 2.9 hours on Science 

and 2.8 hours on Social Science.  

This pattern of stable time usage over 30-40 years implies no dramatic changes in the time 

used to teach Reading/English-LA and rules out the type of curriculum changes required to 

implement an instructional strategy directed toward building reading comprehension through 

increasing General Knowledge. Rather, the large amount of classroom time devoted to 

Reading/English-LA is largely accounted for by teaching the early stages of reading 

comprehension (phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary). The achievement gains in 

Reading/English-LA of 7 percentile points over the 30-40 year period likely reflects the results 

of increasing the effectiveness on these early reading improvements, but there is little evidence 

that any dramatic changes occurred to increase reading comprehension.        

 The current results suggest that the “procedural skills” approach to teaching reading 

comprehension that has dominated reading comprehension instruction over the last 30 years in 

public schools is less effective than a “knowledge-based” approach that places cumulative 

General Knowledge as the main mechanism for increasing comprehension. Our conjecture is that 

the failure to significantly increase long-term English-LA achievement lies in the long term 

assumption that reading and verbal comprehension- the final phase of learning to read- is 

achieved by activities and subjects that attempt to teach students “procedural skills” rather than 
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activities and subjects that enable them to increase their General Knowledge. Multiple models of 

reading comprehension (Cromley & Azevedo,2007;Talwar et al., 2018; O’Connor et al., 2017; 

Kim et al., 2017; Mol & Bus, 2011; Neuman et al., 2011; Reid et al, 2021: Shanahan et al., 2010) 

suggest that vocabulary and background knowledge (e.g., science and social studies topics) are 

essential to improved reading comprehension. If the current results prove replicable, the future 

theory underlying the “Science of Reading” will incorporate the acquisition of cumulative 

General Knowledge as a strong causative mechanism in later verbal and reading comprehension.  

An intervention focused on increasing General Knowledge to improve reading comprehension 

appears to set off an unusual long term, compounding process whereby improved reading 

comprehension leads to increased knowledge, and increased knowledge leads to even better 

comprehension, leading to more increases in knowledge, etc. This compounding process would 

not only occur in Reading/English-LA linked to instruction,  but  across all subjects to the extent 

that they depend primarily on reading comprehension for learning. So achievement gains would 

likely spread across nearly all subjects. Moreover, these achievement gains in subjects would 

likely extend into future years as increased comprehension in one year leads to increased 

knowledge and comprehension in the next year, leading to even longer term gains. These 

cascading achievement effects  across all subjects and over time would likely also increase years 

of educational attainment and future labor market success.  

However, elevating General Knowledge to a more central place and higher priority in 

research and policy will require a significant conceptual shift from current impressions and 

understanding of the term “General Knowledge” as well as new research directions that aid in 

better understanding and articulating the role of General Knowledge in cognitive development. 

The term, “Building General Knowledge” does not readily trigger a conceptual map linking the 

intervention to higher achievement that occurs when other common interventions such as 

reducing class size, extending the school day, and raising teacher pay are considered. 

Elucidating the possible causative links between increasing early General Knowledge and 

higher later achievement will be a necessary step in building this conceptual map. However, the 

first step is to provide a different conceptual understanding of the term “General Knowledge” 

and what it measures.  
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Understanding “General Knowledge”  

The difficulty in conceptually linking General Knowledge to achievement may arise partly 

from the methodology of measuring General Knowledge that asks students a series of seemingly 

“simple” questions across a wide variety of topic domains. However, what makes a question 

simple and the answer remembered may be the presence of more in-depth knowledge and 

schema in a given domain (Willingham, 2003). That is, a student may be able to answer a 

“simple” question about baseball- how many outs in an inning- because he has experience and/or 

more in-depth knowledge from playing or watching or tracking baseball games.  If a student has 

little knowledge of baseball, it is unlikely to either come across and/or remember any reference 

to baseball having three outs in each inning.  

Measures of General Knowledge would then measure the number of domains in which a 

student has developed some in-depth/critical knowledge and understanding. Thus, measures of 

General Knowledge might then reflect both the breadth and depth of knowledge across all 

domains of a student’s knowledge. Thus the term “Total Knowledge” may more accurately 

convey the meaning of “General Knowledge” and also provide a possible explanation of why it 

may be the single most important predictor of  later achievement across all subjects and may also 

be the single best predictor of years of educational attainment, future wages and productivity.  

Currently the measures that are used to characterize the overall status of  educational progress 

and used to predict long term outcomes include early Mathematics and Reading/English-LA 

achievement. This emphasis leads to the identification and research on non-cognitive 

characteristics like executive function, socio-emotional and visuo-spatial skills as targets of 

interventions to improve achievement. However, this approach leaves out what may be the single 

most important variable linked to future achievement in all subjects and possibly later life 

outcomes - the students level of General Knowledge.    

 The level of a students General Knowledge is highly correlated with the more traditional 

measures of SES, parental education and income often used to predict future achievement and 

account for achievement score gaps. This correlation is likely linked to the greater opportunities 

in higher income and SES families to accumulate General Knowledge (Lareau, 2011). This level 

of General Knowledge may underlie the power of SES measures to predict a range of future 

outcomes.  However, unlike such SES measures, General Knowledge is malleable and 
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interventions that raise students General Knowledge may be the single most effective way to 

increase later achievement, close achievement gaps and raise other long term outcomes.  

A recent study adds a new dimension to the role of General Knowledge in raising later 

achievement. Jirout et al, 2022 suggest that students early attitudes toward school and learning    

(curiosity, enjoyment of schooling) in pre-k and 1st grade is bi-directionally linked to their level 

of General Knowledge. Thus expanding early General Knowledge that links to students curiosity 

about the world they experience may play a pivotal role in  shaping students attitudes, motivation 

and satisfaction with early schooling and possibly extend into later schooling.  

It is hard to identify a more central and important cognitive learning capacity than continually 

being able to comprehend more and more of what is read. Such continually increasing 

comprehension appears to be built upon an increasing accumulation of General Knowledge.   

Success in this process not only affects all future learning, but also builds self-confidence, 

motivation and social connections. This capacity appears to lie at the heart of individual 

cognitive and  social development.    

 Future Research Implications 

Future research on the Core Knowledge curriculum needs a broad focus that:  

• Identifies opportunities for replication by identifying oversubscribed charter 
schools teaching the Core Knowledge curriculum 

• Uses historical empirical research to estimate whether there are significant 
differences in  achievement in Core Knowledge schools vs. schools with similar 
characteristics that do not teach Core Knowledge. 

• Designs newly implemented state or district level RCTs that randomly assign the 
Core Knowledge curriculum to schools using mixed methods data collections to 
discover causative mechanisms including classroom observations and surveys of 
parents, teachers and students.,    

• Develops and refines specific causative hypotheses that  might account for the 
results of this study and establish links to established theories and empirical 
research.   

o Identifies through case studies and classroom observations the differences 
in time spent on subjects and in student and teacher interactive behavior 
by subject and grade between schools teaching Core Knowledge and 
similar schools not teaching Core Knowledge 

o Integrates these results into the broader literature that includes  Darling-
Hammond et al, 2015, Darling-Hammond et al, 2020,  Osher et al, 2020, 
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Cantor, 2019, Hanushek et al, 2019, Pellegrino, 2012 and Pellegrino, & 
Hilton, 2013; Schneider and McGrew, 2012).  

• Addresses whether the Core Knowledge curriculum raises achievement for students 
from all family income levels with much larger effects for low income students.   

These experimental results together with the extensive non-experimental evidence about 

General Knowledge seems sufficient to initiate a large scale research effort aimed at replication 

of results and better understanding of the causative mechanisms underlying the effects. The 

results from a single intervention and evaluation can never provide sufficient evidence for 

achieving a new longer term research or policy consensus among researchers or policymakers or 

for understanding of the causative mechanisms. However, unexpected experimental results often 

suggest that current theories underlying learning and educational interventions need to be 

examined to assess how to accommodate the new experimental results. In the long term, it is 

stronger theories and increased understanding of the causative mechanisms that predict the 

results of new experimental evidence that moves science forward. 

Issues in Implementation 

State and local policymakers will be the primary decision-makers involving implementation 

of Core Knowledge in Charter schools and/or in public schools. When making such decisions, a 

number of factors are involved besides the size of the expected impact and its uncertainty.  RCTs 

that produce significant effects that can be replicated often pose a significant challenge to 

maintaining effects when implemented in the real world. Implementing new interventions from 

small scale RCTs often carries risk from decaying effects in the longer term,  limited 

generalizability, lack of fidelity in transferring the intervention from the lab to widespread 

implementation in schools and uncertain costs.   

One risk in implementing interventions that have shown significant effects in RCTs is that 

measurements of effects have only been made over short terms, and long term effects may decay 

(Guerrero-Rosada, et al, 2021; Kruger, 2011; Dick et al, 2019; Romero et al, 2021; Bailey et al, 

2017: Bailey et al, 2020). However, this study measured the long- term effects of the Core 

Knowledge intervention implemented from K-6 through 3rd-6th grade, and results remained 

significant through 6th grade.  

Another implementation risk is that later replications would significantly reduce the size and 

significance of effects, as has occurred in other interventions (Ioannidis et al, 2017; Kirkham, et 

al, 2010; Dwan et al, 2013, Shah et al, 2020). While this risk is a possibility, not all RCTs have 
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equal replication risk. Failure to replicate results is probably more likely when results are short 

term, sample sizes and/or effects are small, the statistical significance is in the marginal p < .05 

range, and the intervention is research-based and not yet widely implemented making fidelity 

problematical. In this study, the replication risk is likely reduced by four factors: (1) the size of 

current TOT effects in the moderate size range, (2) their strong statistical significance (p < .005) 

due partly to a very large sample size together with their measurement in the long term over four 

grades, and (3) the widespread, long term implementation of the intervention in over 700 schools 

nation-wide and, (4)  an associated professional development infrastructure exists to aid in 

implementation. 

Finally, implementing new interventions from small scale RCTs often carries risk from 

limited generalizability and uncertain costs. This intervention included students from all income 

levels with different sizes of significant effects for low vs. middle/high income students that 

limits the risk from generalizability. Finally, the long-term cost of the intervention is low since 

the marginal costs involve mainly the professional development expenditures involving the Core 

Knowledge curriculum.  

Policymakers should consider future implementations that combine the Core Knowledge 

curriculum intervention with other types of non-curriculum interventions that have experimental 

evidence for increasing achievement. Interventions that have measured both Mathematics and 

Reading outcomes have almost always shown larger effects in Mathematics then in 

Reading/English-LA (see, for instance, Chabrier et al, 2016). Thus, combining Core Knowledge 

with the non-curriculum intervention, “No Excuses”, in KIPP schools would combine two 

interventions with experimental evidence that may better address eliminating achievement gaps 

in both Mathematics and Reading/English-LA.    

Implications for Educational and Social Policy 

Federal data collections are designed to monitor and better understand the most important 

economic, educational, and social trends in society. This paper has suggested that the primary 

measures currently collected to monitor education including measures of Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA (as well as other subjects) do not capture an important aspect of learning- 

namely the level of General Knowledge. Well-designed measures of General Knowledge should 

be considered as an important addition to our routinely collected national measures for students 

in elementary grades.  However, designing nationally collected measures of General Knowledge 
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will pose a substantial challenge for researchers and policymakers, not unlike the challenge of 

measuring the Gross National Product as an economic indicator.  

However, measures of General Knowledge will carry an additional challenge. Characterizing 

and measuring the General Knowledge that young students have in lower elementary grades will 

need not only scientific validity, but also political viability.  There may be differences among 

groups of adults that vary by SES and/or cultural characteristics about what General Knowledge 

may be important for children to have to enable higher later achievement and other educational 

objectives. Attempting to define such General Knowledge will undoubtably trigger debates and  

a variety of viewpoints.  But characterizing the General Knowledge that is needed to better 

understand the books actually read by children and the textbooks used in future education seems 

essential to educational efficiency and meeting long term goals.  What seems essential, and less 

controversial, is to focus on linking the gains in early General Knowledge (however defined)  to 

later achievement-  

Finding a lack of progress over the last 40 years in raising long-term Reading/English-LA 

achievement is not an unusual pattern in fields of scientific research. Fallow periods are the rule 

rather than the exception, as are periods of very rapid progress, often triggered by unexpected 

experimental results, new experimental technologies, or new theories. The lack of more rapid 

progress in Reading/English-LA achievement cannot be assigned to poor quality research or 

failing to adhere to a scientific approach in research or the lack of research funding. Rather the 

primary problem in educational research is that the field of inquiry is one of the most difficult 

and challenging for the scientific method to address. Slow scientific progress is to be expected 

with the presence of a multitude of forces that can influence outcomes in a non-linear and 

interactive manner, together with the great difficulty in producing definitive experimentation 

with younger subjects. 

Accumulating General Knowledge leading to better understanding of a student’s experience 

in the world is certainly an unmeasured by-product of current curriculum and educational and 

social policies. However, the current results suggest that explicitly making building General 

Knowledge one of the primary objectives of early development and elementary education may 

lead to higher long-term achievement across all subjects. Currently, the primary measures used 

to characterize the performance of K-12 students are achievement scores in Mathematics and 

Reading/English-LA. These subjects and associated trend measures are used in policy to broadly 
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characterize the quality and performance of students and of the education system leading to their 

prioritization in the curriculum.   

The results of this study would suggest that this prioritization of the subjects of Mathematics 

and Reading/English-LA fails to adequately capture a critical measure of a student’s cognitive 

development- namely their General Knowledge of the world. The level of General Knowledge 

may be the single best indicator of a wide range of future outcomes. The absence of this measure 

in educational and social science research and policy may have high opportunity costs from 

lower achievement for all students and larger achievement gaps between advantaged and 

disadvantaged students. Assuming future replication will support the current evidence, priority 

should be given to making measures of General Knowledge a central objective of 

educational and social policy and future data collection.   

A significant interpretive weakness in previous research may be embedded in the theory and 

language  involving the economic theory of human capital that places the emphasis on “skill 

building” as the primary developmental cognitive process involved in learning as described in 

Bailey et al, 2017. This theory characterizes development as the process of building increasingly 

complex skills summarized in the phrase “skill begets skill” (Heckman, 2006).   

However, the results of this study would suggest that there are two separate, but 

complementary, cognitive processes involved in development and learning: skill building and 

General Knowledge accumulation. So, in addition to characterizing learning and development as 

a process of “skill begets skill”, “knowledge begets knowledge” must be added as a critical 

process. And it would not be surprising to eventually find that “skill x knowledge begets skill x 

knowledge. Building skills and building knowledge both seem essential to learning, and are 

likely interactive and our research and policy frameworks should change to incorporate both 

cognitive processes.            

Caveats 

This RCT had no pre-test data. Ideally pre-test data can provide evidence for significant 

deviations from perfect randomization and also information to assess bias risk especially for 

smaller sample RCTs. However, the value of pre-tests depends on the quality and reliability of 

the measures and the attrition rate in the pre-tests. For kindergarten-based lotteries that have 

much later school achievement tests as outcome measures, any earlier pre-test would have to be 

administered outside schooling during a narrow window between the lottery application and the 
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actual lottery after obtaining parent permission. Such measures would have less reliability and 

lower response rates than the state administered measures of achievement partly due to the 

younger age of students, more limited testing time and out-of-school administration. Pre-tests 

under these circumstances would appear to add little to the quality of the effect estimates. These 

limitations will always be present in experimental studies using kindergarten lotteries with later 

state collected achievement data as outcome measures.      

The results in this study will generalize only to the types of CK-Charter schools that were 

selected for inclusion in the study. These CK-Charter schools had been in operation for over four 

years, spanned all income groups and were oversubscribed. Being oversubscribed is a limitation 

in all kindergarten lottery-based experimental studies. The characteristics of oversubscribed 

schools may differ from schools that were not over-subscribed. For instance, the over-subscribed 

schools may have characteristics better known by local parents that reflect their higher 

achievement in ways not linked to Core Knowledge. If the oversubscribed schools were similar 

to one another, the threat for bias and limited generalization could be significant. However, the 

oversubscribed lotteries in our sample have a wide diversity in characteristics including amount 

of oversubscription, size of school, location of school, sample size of winners and losers, 

percentage of lottery winners, size of queue and characteristics of the school districts and 

parents. Future experimental studies that rely on different methods for establishing 

randomization that do not exclude oversubscribed schools will be needed to assess whether 

effects differ between such schools.  

The effects measured in the low income school district depend on a single lottery and a 

relatively small lottery sample size of 62. Although the results are highly significant, these 

results carry much more replication risk than do the main results from all lotteries. Also, the 

cause of the effect may be different than for the schools in middle/high income districts. For 

example, the public school alternatives in the low-income district may have weaker relative 

performance than the alternatives in middle/high income districts. For these reasons, it will be 

essential to replicate these effects in low income school districts.  

Another important question is the extent to which these effects can be attributed to the Core 

Knowledge curriculum  as opposed to being implemented in a charter school. However, the 

evidence reviewed in the study suggests that being a charter schools alone does not predict 

higher achievement outside of inner city charter schools, leaving Core Knowledge as a likely 
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cause of the effects in suburban schools. But much more replication is needed utilizing the 

charter school methodology in this study.    

Currently, the Core Knowledge curriculum is implemented widely in both charter and regular 

public schools suggesting the possible absence of substantial implementation issues that would 

differentially impact the effectiveness of Core Knowledge in regular and charter schools. 

However, the study provides no experimental evidence that the Core Knowledge curriculum in 

regular public schools would produce similar effects. There may be differences between charter 

and public schools that might lead to differences in impacts of the Core Knowledge curriculum. 

For instance, teachers may play a critical role in  successfully implementing and taking 

advantage of the Core Knowledge curriculum – and any differences between charter and regular 

public schools in attracting, retaining and enabling high quality teachers could account for part of 

the measured effects.      

An important consideration for policymakers deciding whether to implement the Core 

Knowledge curriculum is that the evidence shows achievement effects on 3rd-6th grade students 

only for students who have experienced Core Knowledge from kindergarten through 3rd-6th 

grade. Implementation in early grades may be critically important since early knowledge 

building appears to be a critical element. However, implementation at later grades or for shorter 

periods in early grades would be problematical.  Finally, measurable effects may require 

experiencing Core Knowledge for several years, i.e., measuring no effects after one or two years 

may not test whether longer term effects exist. 

Researcher bias is a potential threat whenever cited results are based on samples that 

eliminate a significant fraction of total observations. This study certainly carries that threat since 

some of the cited results are based on samples that have eliminated over one-third of the 

observations. Moreover the sources of the missing observations (attrition) cannot be accounted 

for by the often cited random non-response, but rather primarily occur due to parents making 

alternative schooling decisions for their children at kindergarten entry or between kindergarten 

entry and third grade. These decisions to delay entry, retain in-grade or attend private or non-

sectarian schools prevented students from taking state administered achievement tests between 

3rd-6th grade that were comparable across the entire sample. And these decisions caused both 

non-random attrition as well as attrition differences between lottery winners and losers, making 

using the full sample for estimation potentially biased.  
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However, the threat of researcher bias is not present for effect estimates for females, but only 

for estimates that include males. The absence of researcher bias for female estimates is due to the 

lower, insignificant level of female attrition and the absence of differential attrition in the female 

sample (see Table 6).  This absence of the potential for researcher bias in female results is 

indicated by the similarity of effect estimates across the three estimated samples for females (see 

Table 8). On the other hand, the male estimates using the three samples have results that range 

from null effects in the first two samples to a statistically significant effect in the third sample 

(see Table 8).  

There are two different interpretations of these different gender results. The first interpretation 

from the set of results with the full sample is that the intervention worked for females, but not for 

males. However, the interpretation from the results from the third sample would be that the 

results for the full sample of males is biased downward, but removing the bias through 

elimination of observations that cause high levels of differential attrition makes effects for both 

genders significant and similar in magnitude.  

The theory underlying at least part of these gender differences in bias potential (articulated in 

the report)  is that females have higher levels of parent perceived levels of school readiness than 

similarly aged males. This gender difference in school readiness leads to parent preferences to 

delay entry for some younger males. However, the decision to delay entry can be made more 

complicated for those winning the lottery- an opportunity that may not be present in the next 

year. Thus the data would suggest that some parents who win the lottery decide to start a child in 

a preferred school, but if that lottery is lost, parents decide to delay entry to the following year. A 

second mechanism that helps explain these gender differences is that parents of the marginally 

readiness males more often apply to private and non-sectarian schools as an additional 

alternative. However, these parents would have to be in higher income groups that could afford 

private/nonsectarian tuition. 

    Finally, this intervention was registered in the Open Science registration in 2017-18 as part 

of receiving funding from the Arnold Foundation. The evaluation methodology registered at that 

time did not take account of the possibility of having bias in the results, and utilized the standard 

RCT methodology for estimation. The bias was unexpected since it stems only in RCT’s using 

kindergarten lotteries having middle/high income student samples. This was the first RCT to 

encounter this form of bias. The Open Science framework for reporting results works well for 
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RCTs that do not encounter new, unexpected forms of bias. Future RCTs using kindergarten 

lotteries that include middle/high income students can incorporate the methodologies used here 

to predict future effects using the Open Science framework. 

The unexpected sources of bias in this study changed the method for reporting results. The 

Open Science Framework calls for reporting the primary results utilizing the methods specified 

in the Framework first, and then to present results using other specifications or samples as 

exploratory analysis.  However, when unexpected bias is encountered, the presentation of results 

should change to reflect the presence of bias.  

The results that are presented first as the best estimates arising from the study should be the 

unbiased results.  In this study, the female results with the full sample show no differential 

attrition and are likely unbiased. The full male sample has significant differential attrition and 

likely significant associated bias making the sample using both genders also biased. However, 

identifying and eliminating the sources of bias by eliminating younger students and lotteries with 

the highest differential attrition leaves a sample with no differential attrition.  Estimates from this 

“unbiased” sample are presented first in our analysis as the primary results. We also present 

estimates for the full sample of males and for the full sample including both genders as “biased” 

estimates.              
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Figure 2 Estimated Effects of Early Skills at Kindergarten Entrance on 8th Grade 

Achievement 
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Appendix B  Tables 

Table 1 Characteristics of School Districts for Nine Participating Schools 

Nearest City/Town 
Number of 

lotteries 
School District 

Median 

Family  

Income1 

% families with 

children 

under poverty level 1 

School Size 

(K-8)2 

      

Aurora 1 Adams-Arapahoe 51,424 28.8 544 

Loveland 2 Thompson 75,105 10.5 481 

Ft Collins 1 Poudre 77,491 11 798 

Ft Collins 1 Poudre 77,491 11 571 

Arvada 1 Jefferson 85,793 9.7 466 

Littleton 2 Littleton 92,137 6.7 772 

Castle Rock 2 Douglas 114,223 3.6 767 

Highlands Ranch 2 Douglas 114,223 3.6 600 

Castle Pines 2 Douglas 114,223 3.6 2359 
1 Estimated using the School District Data from the American Community Survey (2014) five year estimates (2010-2014). 
Median Income in 2010 inflation adjusted $  
2 Estimated enrollments for 2016-2017 School Year  

Table 2   Sample Sizes for Lottery Applications and Students 
 

  
Single 

Appliers 

More Than 

One Lottery 
Total  % Single 

Applications  1831 1022 2853  64.2% 

Students  1831 479 2310  79.3 

 

 

Table 3 Lottery Outcomes  

 

  Winners Losers % Winners Winners Losers % Winners 

  Single Appliers All-Applications 

Applications  688 1143 37.6% 1011 1842 35.4% 

Students  688 1143 37.6% 9541 1356 41.3% 

1 Student Won at Least One Lottery 
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Table 4 Lottery Applications and Outcomes for the All-Applications Sample by Lottery 

 

  
Winning 

Applications 

Losing 

Applications 

Total 

Applications 
 

% 

Winning 

Applications 

Winner’s 

Accepting 

% 

Accepting 

         

Lottery 1  57 43 100  57.0% 35 61.4% 

Lottery 2  47 116 163  28.8% 33 70.2% 

Lottery 3  202 105 307  65.8% 60 29.7% 

Lottery 4  233 164 397  58.7% 71 30.5% 

Lottery 5  26 36 62  41.9% 16 61.5% 

Lottery 6  73 240 313  23.3% 33 45.2% 

Lottery 7  34 42 76  44.7% 20 58.8% 

Lottery 8  44 160 204  21.6% 24 54.6% 

Lottery 9  73 150 223  32.7% 30 41.1% 

Lottery 10  36 73 109  33.0% 21 58.3% 

Lottery 11  73 22 95  76.8% 24 32.9% 

Lottery 12  39 228 267  14.6% 20 51.3% 

Lottery 13  46 296 342  13.5% 23 50.0% 

Lottery 14  28 167 195  14.4% 16 57.1% 

         

Total  1011 1842 2853  35.4% 475 47.0% 
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Table 5 Randomization Tests for Gender and Age 
 

  

% 

Female 

Winners 

% 

Female 

Losers 

Z-Value  
Average 

Age-Losers 

Average 

Age- 

Winners 

Z-Value 

         

Lottery 1  55.81 54.39 -0.14  5.64 5.57 -0.198 

Lottery 2  59.13 73.91 1.86  5.57 5.55 -0.063 

Lottery 3  60.00 48.47 -1.93  5.61 5.64 0.086 

Lottery 4  52.20 53.91 0.33  5.55 5.60 0.162 

Lottery 5  51.43 42.31 -0.71  5.71 5.66 -0.151 

Lottery 6  52.47 47.95 -0.67  5.55 5.58 0.078 

Lottery 7  43.59 41.18 -0.21  na na na 

Lottery 8  54.84 44.19 -1.24  5.58 5.56 -0.070 

Lottery 9  53.38 49.32 -0.57  5.56 5.52 -0.094 

Lottery 10  50.00 54.29 0.42  na na na 

Lottery 11  30.00 40.28 0.87  5.54 5.60 0.189 

Lottery 12  53.18 52.63 -0.06  5.66 5.52 -0.503 

Lottery 13  50.69 53.33 0.33  5.59 5.55 -0.121 

Lottery 14  42.59 29.63 -1.35  5.58 5.37 -0.606 

         

Total  52.02 50.15 -0.943  5.58 5.59 0.012 
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Table 6 Attrition Statistics for 3rd -6th Grade English-LA Achievement for All-Applications 

 
  

Total Sample Lottery Winners Lottery Losers 
Differential 

Attrition 

  FEMALES 

Potential Achievement 

Scores (3rd-6th Grade) 

 
5172 1798 3374  

Missing Achievement  1621 559 1062  

Overall Attrition  31.3% 31.1% 31.5% -0.4 

  M ALES 

Potential Achievement 

Scores (3rd-6th Grade) 

 
4915 1779 3136  

Missing Achievement  1791 567 1224  

Overall Attrition  36.4% 31.9% 39.0% -7.2*** 

  TOTAL SAMPLE (including missing gender) 

Potential Achievement 

Scores (3rd-6th Grade) 

 
10349 3632 6717  

Missing Achievement  3674 1181 2493  

Overall Attrition  35.5% 32.5% 37.1% -4.6*** 

+ p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

Table 7 Sources of Attrition by Lottery Status and Gender 

 

  Off-track  Not Tested  
Private/Home/ 

Out of State 
 Total 

  No-offer Offer  No-offer Offer  No-offer Offer  No-offer Offer 

Males             
% of Attrition  11.9% 9.6%  4.9% 5,1%  20.6% 15.5%  37.4% 30.2% 

Std. Error  0.68% 0.82%  0.45% 0.62%  0.85% 1.01%    
Differential Attrition   -2.3*   0.2   -5.1**   -7.2** 

             
Females             

% of Attrition  4.7% 6.5%  6.6% 6.3%  18.6% 16.9%  29.9% 29.8% 
Std. Error  0.68% 0.82%  0.45% 0.62%  0.85% 1.01%    

Differential Attrition   +1.8   -0.3   -1.7   -0.1 
             

   + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
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Table 8 Overall and Differential Attrition for Samples with Different Bias Vulnerability 

                  All Ages   Young Ages Excluded1 

  All Lotteries 
(FULL)  

Lotteries 

Excluded2 

(LLO) 

 All Lotteries 
(YSLO)  

Lotteries 

Excluded2 

LLO_YSLO) 

  ALL APPLICATIONS3 
Overall Attrition  34.1%  33.8%  32.8%  31.6% 

Differential Attrition  -4.5***  -1.6  -4.8***  -0.01 
WWC Criteria  Liberal  Conservative  Liberal  Conservative 

Sample  7496  6336  6620  5568 
  FEMALES 

Overall Attrition  29.9%  29.7%  28.9%  28.6% 
Differential Attrition  -0.0  0.02  -0.02  -0.0 

WWC Criteria  Conservative  Conservative  Conservative  Conservative 
Sample  3744  3408  3541  3223 

  MALES 
Overall Attrition  35.0%  34.6%  32.7%  31.8% 

Differential Attrition  -7.0***  -3.4+  -5.0**  -0.0 
WWC Criteria  Liberal  Liberal  Liberal  Conservative 

Sample  3562  2980  2889  2324 

                                 + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
Sample excludes males younger than 5.4 years and females younger than 5.2 years as o   October 1 

2       Sample excludes lotteries with average 3rd-6th achievement samples less than 7 and/or high and  
                                                  significant differential attrition 

3       All Applications includes applications with no gender- about 2.5% of the total sample- and none of  
         these applications have achievement data 

 

Table 9 Comparing English Proficiency ITT Effects1 for Specific Grades and Different 
Bias Vulnerability 

  
 

All Grades  4th Grade  5th Grade  6th Grade 

  Full Sample 

Effect Size  0.143**  0.109+  0.169**  0.114+ 
Sd. Error  (0.053)  (0.059)  (0.062)  (0.064) 
Sample  6652  1888  1810  1728 

  Eliminate Highest Differential Attrition Lotteries2  

Effect Size  0.179**  0.167*  0.220**  0.128+ 
Sd. Error  (0.063)  (0.072)  (0.074)  (0.074) 
Sample  4949  1375  1307  1244 

  Eliminate Young Students3 and Highest Differential 
Lotteries 

Effect Size  0.241***  0.196**  0.281**  0.208* 
Sd. Error  (0.068)  (0.075)  (0.080)  (0.085) 
Sample  4027  1162  1098  1037 

                                        + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
                                             1   Estimated using multiway clustering  (Cameron et al, 2011) 

     2   Sample excludes lotteries in middle/high income school districts with highest differential attrition and 
         lotteries that have very small achievement samples (six or fewer observations) 
     3   Sample excludes males younger than 5.4 years and females younger than 5.2 years as of  
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Table10  Comparing 3rd-6th Grade English Proficiency ITT Effects by Gender for 
Samples with Different Bias Vulnerability 

 

   Full Sample  

Eliminate 
Highest 

Differential 
Attrition 

Lotteries1 

 

Eliminate Young 
Students2 and 

Highest 
Differential 

Attrition Lotteries 
        

Females Effect Size  0.223**  0.242**  0.267** 
 Sd. Error  (0.077)  (0.081)  (0.085) 
 Sample  3541  2960  2556 
        

Males Effect Size  0.063  0.068  0.207+ 
 Sd. Error  (0.074)  (0.094)  (0.112) 
 Sample  3111  2200  1514 

                            + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
1 Eliminates lotteries in high/middle income school districts that have the largest differential attrition levels 
2 Eliminates young applicants- males less than 5.4 years and females less than 5.2 years                       

 

 

Table 11 Comparing 3rd-6th English Proficiency ITT Effects for Single Appliers and All 
Applications 

 

  Full Sample  

Eliminate 
Highest 

Differential 
Attrition 

Lotteries1 

 

Eliminate Young 
Students and 

Highest 
Differential 

Attrition 
Lotteries2 

  Single Appliers 

Effect Size3  0.155*  0.199*  0.306** 
Sd. Error  (0.071)  (0.081)  (0.086) 
Sample  4114  3067  2647 

  All Applications 

Effect Size4  0.143**  0.179**  0.241** 
Sd. Error  (0.053)  (0.063)  (0.068) 
Sample  6652  4949  4027 

                            + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
 
1 Sample excludes lotteries in middle/high income school districts with highest differential attrition and 
         lotteries that have very small achievement samples (six or fewer observations) 
2 Sample excludes males younger than 5.4 years and females younger than 5.2 years as of  
         October 1 
3 Estimated using one-way clustering across grades 
4  Estimated using multiway clustering across grades and multiple applications (Cameron et al, 2011) 
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Table 12 Comparing ITT and TOT English Proficiency Effects by Grade for Sample 
Eliminating Lotteries with High Differential Attrition1 and Young Students2   

 

  
 

All Grades  4th Grade  5th Grade  6th Grade 

  ITT Effects  
Effect Size  0.241***  0.196**  0.281**  0.208* 
Sd. Error  (0.068)  (0.075)  (0.080)  (0.085) 
Sample  4027  1162  1098  1037 

  TOT Effects 

Effect Size  0.473***  0.383**  0.543***  0.404* 
Sd. Error  (0.135)  (0.146)  (0.156)  (0.162) 
Sample  4027  1162  1098  1037 

                                        + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
                                              

1    Sample excludes lotteries in middle/high income school districts with highest differential attrition and 
         lotteries that have very small achievement samples (six or fewer observations) 
2   Sample excludes males younger than 5.4 years and females younger than 5.2 years as of  
         October 1 

 
Table 13 Mathematics and Science ITT and TOT Effects by Gender for Sample Eliminating 

Lotteries with High Differential Attrition1 and Young Students2   

   
Both 

Genders  Females  Males 

   ITT Results 
Mathematics(3rd-6th Grade) Effect Size  0.081  0.146  0.003 

 Sd. Error  (0.071)  (0.089)  (0.118) 
 Sample  4023  2557  1508 
        

Science (5th Grade) Effect Size  0.154*  0.184+  0.083 

 Sd. Error  (0.075)  (0.097)  (0.115) 
 Sample  1113  690  467 
   TOT Results 

Mathematics(3rd-6th Grade) Effect Size  0.159  0.273  0.006 
 Sd. Error  (0.139)  (0.168)  (0.250) 
 Sample  4023  2557  1508 
        

Science (5th Grade) Effect Size  0.300*  0.339+  0.175 

 Sd. Error  (0.147)  (0.178)  (0.239) 
 Sample  1113  690  467 

                            + p < .10, * p < .05   
1 Eliminates lotteries in high/middle income school districts that have the largest differential attrition levels 
2 Eliminates young applicants- males less than 5.4 years and females less than 5.2 years                       
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Table 14 Comparing ITT Effects by Subject for a CK-Charter School in a Low Income School 
District to CK-Charter Schools in Middle/High Income School Districts   

   
English 

Proficiency 
(3rd-6th grade) 

 Mathematics 
(3rd-6th grade) 

 Science 
5th Grade 

        

Low Income School District Effect Size  0.944**  0.735*  0.468 

 Sd. Error  (0.295)  (0.350)  (0.316) 
 Sample  167  166  41 
        

Middle/High Income 
School Districts Effect Size  0.201**  0.041  0.125 

 Sd. Error  (0.070)  (0.073)  (0.077) 
 Sample  3860  3857  1072 
        

Effect Difference   0.743**  0.694*  0.343 

                            + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
 

 

Table 15 Comparing TOT Effects by Subject for a CK-Charter School in a Low Income School 
District to CK-Charter Schools in Middle/High Income School Districts   

   
English 

Proficiency 
(3rd-6th grade) 

 Mathematics 
(3rd-6th grade)  Science 

5th Grade 

        

Low Income School District Effect Size  1.299**  0.997*  0.622 

 Sd. Error  (0.459)  (0.439)  (0.380) 
 Sample  167  166  41 
        

Middle/High Income 
School Districts Effect Size  0.445**  0.090  0.270 

 Sd. Error  (0,155)  (0.160)  (0.166) 
 Sample  3860  3857  1072 
        

Effect Difference   0.854**  0.907*  0.352 

 
                            + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005 
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Table 16  Summary of 3rd-6th Grade TOT Effects and Percentile Gains for Sample 
with Excluded Young Students and High Differential Attrition Lotteries 

 
 

   English Math Science 

ALL APPLICATIONS Effect  0.473*** 0.159 0.300* 
 Std Error  (0.135) (0.139) (0.147) 

 Sample  4027 4023 1113 

 Percentile Gain  16.1*** 5.41 10.2* 
FEMALE Effect  0.500*** 0.273 0.339+ 

 Std Error  (0.162) (0.168) (0.178) 

 Sample  2556 2557 690 

 Percentile Gain  17.0*** 9.3 11.5+ 
MALE Effect  

0.440+ 
0.006 0.175 

 Std Error  (0.238) (0.250) (0.239) 

  Sample  1514 1508 467 

 Percentile Gain  15.0+ 0.002 6.0+ 

                               + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01,  *** p< .005 
 


